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Your children are not your children
They are the sons and daughters of
Life*s longing for itself.
They come through you biit not f ran you.
And tho they are with you yet they belong
not to you,
Ycfu nay £^.ve them your love but not
your thoughts.
For they have their ov.n thoughts
You may haise their bodies but not their
souls.
For their souls dwell in the house of
tomorrow, which you cannot visit,
not even in your dreems
.
You nay strive to be like them, but
seek rx)t to make them like you.
For life goB £ not backward nor tarries
with yesterday.
- Author Unknown -
Digitized by the Internet Archive
in 2015
https://archive.org/details/annericanhistoryfOOsh
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CHAPTER I
SCOPE AND MEANING OF THE STUDY
History Is all that has happened in the past end all that la
happening today. It has left its mark in the signs and symbols
of prehistoric cave writings, in momoments, documents, laws,
charters and other actual remains of bygone days. Man has col-
lected definite data concerning certain facts that have been
verified and generally agreed upon by historians. For example,
it is a matter of common knowledge that Columbus came to America
and that the Cabots followed. These navigators have been as-
signed their places in history only after thought and planning
in selecting, arranging, and Interpreting the facts of American
history as they iiave been found in primary soiirces. Of course,
it would be impossible to include all facts and only those are
chosen which will best carry out the aims of the historian.
Naturally it is the interpretations^ put upon actual events
that so often color history in the hues of the rainbow and
frequently actuality is lost in the mazes of thought In the
historian's mind. Herodotus wrote the first histories for the
aLiU8(>inbiit of his fellow men. Thucydides wrote that statesmen
might learn how to act in the present by gaining a better know-
ledge of the past. Medieval historians wrote to show the power
and purpose of God in dealinti with m&ci* History in the early
(1) The Teaching of History, Henry Johnson, Ch. III.
The Question of Alma and Values, p. 57.
1^
nineteenth century dealt with morals, the rise of a great fami-
ly, the Importance of a political party, the protection of the
laboring classes, the economic aspects of a nation or of a group
within the nation; in short these historians preached as their
personal inclinations guided them. With the all important rise
of natural science in the middle nineteenth century the **scien»
tific" historian came to the fore with his passion for pure facts
and the conclusions to be drawn only from facts. This led to the
aocisnulation of much needed accurate data that was "classified,
divided, and organized."^ Beginning with the twentieth oentvry^
historiography turned with bitterness from the world of pure
facts to the conditioned world in which men live. There sprang
up a consciousness that history cannot be written for the actual
scientific data so empirioally evolved in former authorities* To<»
day history is being written to show how great movements and
events really occurred in a society of men and women; it gives
the physiographic background of the nation, the seas, rivers,
plains, mountains, and valleys, the resoi^ces, the climate; the
growth of churches and states, of classes and economy; tiae rise
of thought; the developaent of science and of art; the role of
individual leaders in all movements and events. The thinking
man or woman should be aware not only of all these conditions
in his material life, but tiiat his tiioughts and ideas are con-
ditioned upon those of the past.
(1) Charles A* Beard, Natua*e of the Social Sciences,
P* 57,
<2) Ibldt p. 58.
I
American history deals with tlipse phases of life in the
European scene that led to the discovery and exploration of new
lands in the western hwalsphere, the settlement of the colonies
alont; the Atlantic seaboard of North America, the exploration
and settlement of the hinterland of North America, the separation
of thirteen English colonies from the mother coiintry, and the
growth and developanent of those colonies to the present day as
the United States of Ajnerica*
American history is but one of the social studies* To
keep its place in the curriciilum it must serve certain definite
aims that will be of greatest use to the individual and to the
o<»iBBunity« That is, the individual as pupil and as citizen must
claim results ^ich will be of use to him in civic life*
PURPOSE OP STUDY
The history teacher finds it comparatively easy to know
what to teachj for the school and library are usually well sup*
plied with authoritative tests frcan a keenly competitive book
market. But how and why to teach are two questions most diffi*
cult to answer, ^en it comes to method the enterprising teacher
usually accepts and makes use of all methods instead of limiting
himaelf to one» But what aims the teacher should accept and what
objectives should be placed before Uie student are a matter of
great controversy*
History becomes a philosophy by its efforts 1;o explain how
things ctuae to be as they are* This thesis is written to bring
togetiier a logical and concise i^ilosophy for the teacher that will
c
serve at the present time in any locality, with any group of pupils
as a guide for the study of American history in the secondary school.
SIGNIFICAMCE OP "CIVIC PURPOSES**
David Sneddon has long been the chief exponent for civic edu-
cation. He preaches that it id not the past but the future that
concerns U8»^ Civic education must be based on the needs of
adults. 2 The final test of teaching is civic behavior and not the
possession of civic knowledge.^ The civic virtues to be most de-
sired are: conformity to law and convention; submission to author-
ity and the will of the majority; loyalty to approved institu-
tions and policies; fearless and active participation in politics;
elf-sacrifice in emergency; and political honesty.^ There are
many reasons why modem political groups need greatly improved
civic education. Life is becoming more complex and intricate
economically but is giving men a desire for more secitrity,
wealth, health, and education than ever before. Political group*
are increasingly dynamic, changing, and evolvin^^ instead of re-
maining/ static. In America with its hope for democracy small
groups and individuals insist more and more upon the maximum of
self-realization and self-determination. Vsiith such varied and
conflicting desires of individuals and groups, education is
faced with the need for training youth to meet the demands of
civic life; and the demands of civic life provide education with
(1) David Sneddon, Civic Education, p# 8
(2) Ibid. pp. 7-9
(3) David Sneddon, Educational Sociology, pp. 401-403
(4) Op. cit» p. 32, pp. 125-126.

Its purposes*
Slpgaiflcartce of "Civic Purposes*^ in delation to the Individual s
Our histor/ today Is prescsnting problems and opportunities which
will largely determine the iraraediate and future existence of
each individual in the world, vfhether man, woman, or child* Ac-
tually, history is conditioned by the loiowledge and thought with
which the leaders of nations must work in cormmal, national, and
international relations* ^e man in the street finds It most
difflcvJLt to comprehend that his mode of life is seriously af*
fected by the great events of his day and is honestly puzzled to
know why the ordinary cltlaen shov:ld be concerned with social,
economic, or political problems* ^e dressmaker believes that
she needs a knowledge of fabrics and not of the Dred Scot Deel<*
sionj the office manager is interested in applied psychology and
business training, not international word and broken treaties*
But life is handed down to the present from the past; and althoi:^
many can live and work without much knowledge of history, leaders
in government and In i>ollticfl cannot if they would lead properly;
nor if the masses are to be led properly, can they sit back and
uncritically accept the dictates of those whom they a^p^lnt to
office.
The average good cltlaen"^ is personally efficient; he is
^oughtful of his physical well»->belns5 he can undertake to fulfill
the requirements of a job and will expect sufficient compensation
for the same; he may liave definite cultural or recreational ac-
tivities which will enable him to occupy his leisure time
(1) David Snedden, Civic Education, pp# 20-22»

creditably* rjut in addition to his personal efficiency a good
citizen mast be socially efficient j he must care for his own
health and he nust also be interested in public health; he nrust
be able to provide for himself and his family, but he must also
be able and willing to render public service? he must make a
worthy use of his leisure time and in this worthy use must be
included a discharge of his civic obligations, A ajan may be a
fine member of his family group; he may be an exemplaiT* worker
while on the job; he may be a "good mixer" and a progressive com-
mvmity member; but he must also obey the law; he should vote con-
scientiously; t^ive his services voluntarily when needed; follow
and understand national and international trends; and carry out
in his own life concepts of peace, justice, racial and religious
amity«
Stated superficially these requirements do not seem to be
too exacting for the socially efficient Individual. But what
assurance can there be that the individual who reaches maturity
will ipso facto take upon himself the duties Incumbent upon his
oitisenship? Civic laxness has brought social and economic dis-
tress to many nations of the world* Manufacturers and salesmen
of munitions have received honor and prestige for the so-called
services rendered to their respective coimtries; but this same
honor and prestige have nauseated honest oitiaens who have been
only too recently made aware of their dishonorable practices.^
(1) H.C. Engelbrecht and ?• C« Hanighen, Merchants of
Death,
1
Bcnkers have become great philanthropists and thus have silenced
the protests of thousands whose incomes have been sadly lessened
by their legalized pilferings Dally newspapers carry diaheart*
enlngly frequent accounts of corrupt politicians in city, state
and country.
Schools are engaged in equipping young people to take their
places in the vocational world, and in iate years the need for
drilling ^^civic-mindedness" into the active consciousness of the
future citizens has received serious consideration.
Civic education is becoming the prevailing mode of thought
among educators in all subjects from the teaching of mathematics
to the teaching of art. The new ideal is to show boys and
girls how to take their places in a con^ilex society of large
group relations and to function as members of political, social,
and cultural orders. Present social, political, and economic
evils indicate an urgent need to promote appreciation and under-
standing of legal restraints, of political organization and ad-
ministration, of social well-being. In the United States group
relations are largely built on the constitutions of state and
nation; but the firm ideals of democracy are liberalizing the
repul/lic and are encouraging men to work either singly or In
groups for the advancement of the nation.
Simply increasing literacy is not sufficient! even en-
couraging thought in students is not enough, for poor citizen-
ship is found among thinkers (or better, among rationalizers)
as well as among the thoughtless. In the past the Individual
(1) Matthew Josephson, The Robber Barons.
(2) David Sneddon, Educational Sociology, p. 23.

sand hie right to progress have been emphasized; but only too often
the Individual placed his privilege* far ahead of the privileges
of tiie state and society. The individual, the state, and society
all have their place in the aims and objectives of education;
one must not be stressed to the disparagement of the other*
With such demands made upon the entire system of education
the hlstojry teacher will do well to study carefully the aims and
objectives of his own partic\ilar curriculum. Although an auth-
ority on civic education, David Snedden does not believe that
American history has much direct influence in the formation of
good civic habits; to quote his own words :^
It is submitted that critical examination of
the results of history teaching would justify these
stat^entss
a. American history as studied by the average
pupil in Northern states ••• leaves as residuums of
knowledge an appreciation for adult years a few
definite conceptlcms as to: (a) historic personages
Columbus, Washington, Lee, ete»| (b) certain
critical dates and eras ••« 1492, 1620, the Revolu-
tion, etc.; (c) social valuations* .the treachery of
most Indians, the wickedness of the English in 1776
and their lack of sympathy in 1864, the odiousness
of slavery, etc»; and (d) some broad facts of social
evaluation. • • dominance of the English in coloniza-
tion, the westward movement, growth of republican
institutions, etc«*«»
b» American history study has very slight, if
any, bearini^ on the adiJ-t civic behavior of students
of average intellectual abilities and interests. It
probably does not affect: political party membership;
prevailin^^ attitudes toward general problems such as
inBaigration or treatment of the Indians; attitudes
toward English, Mexicans, Chinese, or Canadians, or
corporation production; or insight into right solu-
tions of problems of protective tariffs, government
control of general utilities, negro Soiffrage, inter-
national relations, etc* When the time comes for
the average citizen to act in situations related to
(1) David Snedden, Civic iSducation, pp. 202-203.
i
any of the above*. • that io, to Influence others, to
vote, to approve of policies proposed by others.
he does so with very eli^iht or negligible reference
to what he has learned from history. (This may not
always mean tliat those specialists who influence
him. • .political leaders, editors, legislators. *
•
are siDJilarly unaffected by their school or post^
school studies of history.)
o« American history studies, for a minority of
gifted youth idaose school sti;idies in general simply
open doors to regions m^ioh they will largely ex-
plore by themselves, may be introductory to import-
ant fields of culture and social appreciation and
thus make important indirect contributions to adult
civic behavior, especially under conditions where
Initiative and leadership are required.
In other vrords, M*Len, in adult life, a man of
superior intelligence and Intellectual enterprise
is confronted by social problems he naturally turns
to past experience for guidance. Probably almost
never does he find that guidance 'in what he b,as""
history , bui; the storic sTiuatibns of which he
has remembrance, the methods of locating historic
facts and authorities with iriiich he has become ac-
quainted, as well as his cultural interests in
particular fields, all unite in giving him confidence
that he can in some historic situation find help
toward solving liis present pro^Jei^. History as now
taught seems only occasionally to train him directly
in these powers. Neither does it give him any reli-
able criteria as to the service historical knowledge
can offer in solving present problems.
tindoubtedly Professor Snedden is correct in his asser-
tions that history is too frequently taught with such poor re-
sults; but properly taught, American histoi»y can leave its
residuums of knowledge that will be most beneficial to the
adult for the well-informed adult needs a body of accurate
historical information concerning his own country and its in-
stitutions. Ilils does not a«an that he will need to know
€ill
available facts about the United States in the past, as that
is an impossibility that amounts to an abeu^ity upon the
slightest contemplation, but he will need to have definite

conceptions of the leaders of the nation, a recollection of "cer*
tain critical dates and eras", distinct social valuations that
will help him to understand the needs of his own land, such as,
the need of retribution to the Indian and the negro, respective
contributions of Spanish, French, and English colonizations,
development of republican Institutions, and the growth of democ-
racy# In addition, political and governmental agencies should
be understood, as well as the important economic trends that have
persisted from the early days of our history to the present* The
worth-while American citizen today understands general trends,
not only of his own country alone, but of his country in rela-
tion to its position in the family of nations. He sees the
greatness of his own land and at the same time he does not lose
sight of the fact that it has definite fallings that must be
corrected. He is not blind to evils, nor is he readily per-
suaded that a panacea for evils is found in any single theory
|
he does not sidestep settlement of controversies through a lack
of knowledge or means of acquiring the knowledge necessary for
their settlement* The adult citizen shoiAld realize t^at American
history has helped to imbue him with an appreciation of the
aesthetic in American life and American culture* As a insult of
his studies, the ordinary citizen should have a keener senae of
the benefits to be derived for himself from his study of nation-
al needs, national progress, and national culture*
The Individual in Relation to Society * The good citizen must
understand the historical foundations of the society in which
he lives* He must have an interest in, and comprehensive under-
standing of the political, economic, and social problems of his

oun time* Teachers cannot bury their history taaching in a mase
of facts concerning the past| they must teach history so that the
underlying bases of current problems may be found to serve as
the foundations of solutions today* The individual must under-
stand the workings of his eovaanament, but equally important is the
Individual's realization that he is responsible for the further-
ance of good government; that he must take upon himself the duty
of helping to prevent dishonesty in taOvenment, Xaxness in facing
social problfflos, injuistice towai^ minorities, shameful inter-
national relations, or any other of the innumerable governmental
failings that can be prevented only b:^ the strictest of civic
vigilance.^
The good citieKi must vote* Yes, but for whom? How? Shall
he vote as his ward leader demands? Shall he vote as the propa-
gandists insist? Shall he vote for the party or for the mari. and
his principles? Shall he be voting wisely if he invariably votes
only on personal characteristics? Should he ever vote a straight
I>arty ticket? How can the adult citizen evaluate correctly vital
Qualities of leadership and srccessftil accomplishment in public
servants? If he has ever studied the lives of great men in
Amerioan history, he can gain much assistance in searching for
men today who will lead his coujitry wisely and well» He will look
for definite characteristics that he has learned will mark the
worthy leader and earnest public servant, such es, honesty and
Integrity, ability to form solutions to pressing problems,
(1) What Are Desirable Social-Economic Goals for America?
N«E.A» Committee on Social Economic Goals* Journal
of the National Education Association,January, 1934*

persistence In carrying through reforms, skill In choosing as-
sistants, a(3herence to ideals in the face of disaster. These and
many other characteristics nark the leaders of all times who are
striving to elevate the race of men.
The good citizen must love his country, for how else will
he leam to take an Interest in its welfare? Surely personal gain
Is not sufficient to bring forth earnest efforts for the better-
ment of Ame lean institutions. V/ithout love of country, a spirit
of watchful guardiansliip and protection of the hard-won liberties
of the nation will be lacking. America cannot stand stlllj her
Ideals led men to earnest battle for the protection and further-
ance of what Americans have felt to be right; her mistakes have
brought misery and injustice to many; her problons are heart-
breaklngly niimerous today and can be solved only with the earnest
cooperation of all individuals in all walks of llfe.^ Only
through the medium of history can the progress of the nation
be determiner, and her future forecast through earnest study of
the past.
"HISTORY FOR HISTORY'S SAKE" IN GONTMST VilTH "HISTORY FOR CIVIC
PURPOSES".
Many teachers look to history as the main soiirce of com-
plete and incontrovertible truth.
Written history is constantly treated as if it
were something about as definite as the multiplica-
tion table, as if it were something that inevitably
(1) Glenn Prank, The World for Which We Must Educate,
Jovimal of the National Education Association, 1934
p. 161.

takM form in the slnd t2i« pa«t la stuulLad« orM If it W6S?Q a frame of ideas vhioh inexorably
comea out of the recorda when the past la under
oonaideration* In reality it la thought about the
pest^ cheeked and oontrolled to a certaiii extent
by the Imonn facta of the past*^
Undoubtedly there la aome knowledge t^iat la definite and un*
aaaailablei indeed it la thia definite and unasaailable !'iow<»
led^e that many teaohera and acholas'a are conatantly 3et>K .r
^,
o that they may aake It part and pareel of an ideal history
eourae* '^o 8u<^ Individuals facta are factsi either they have
happened or they have not happeneiJ* 3uoh comasm factors aa
fatigue* either x&ental or phyaioal* over«»wr0ught nerves# dif-
ferences in moral velues* personal vanities * or any other of
the inrsuaerable idiosynoraolea of the oosmion laann have seldon
been considered by the idolator of historical fact« Too often
great men are looked upon as being not of thia earth* but of
a finer and rarer atmosphere far apart from the iaperfections
that trouble lesser mmm Hersp for exaii^let is an interestins
dcoBtent by Mr* Nichols t
Qeneva was tense* nervous* Azsythlng mi^^t
happen* I climbed into the gallery and saw the dls*
tlnguished statesmen filin^^ in* !9ie afejKJSphere ou^ht
to have been "electric". But It wasn't* Gradually
Z began to realise why*
Firstly* the heat* Half the delegates were
sweating.:, so that there was a perpetual flutter of
white handkerchiefs to dripping brows* l^et nobody
thou:,>it of opening a window* Secondly* the smoke*
It la a literal fact triat after en hcmr it was im-
possible to die tln<:,uish the faces of the delegates from
the front row of the gallery* because of the £\mm
tvcm all the c^xeroots* pipes* oigars* and eit^ax^ttes*
<1) Charles A* Beard* HatiAre of the Social Sciences*
P* 52*

Thirdly, the delegates tliemselves, or rather their
diet. A number of tiiem were late^^ attending official
luncheons. Now I»d attended tliem myself and knew what
they meant. They meant sherry and sauternes and Coin-
treau and benedictine. They leant hors d'oetivres and
lobster themidor and chicken en casserole end choco-
late souffle, I fell to thinlring of all the acids that
must be fermenting in those distinguished stomachs, of
old hearts wearily pumping cver-sugarod blcod through
hardened arteries, and I asked myself if it is through
such men, in such conditions, that we shall ever reach
the peace that the world craves? These men are livery,
irritable, mentally befo^i^ed.-^
Some teachers would welcome tiiis comment in their class-
rooms, but others would indignantly omit sucii carping criticism
in favor of a detailed account that would content itself with
listing the notables present or with describing the world-famous
assemblage.
Of course, many teac ^ers regularly teach history as as-
Bui^ed kriowledge while realizing personally that doubt does lie
behind many facts as they are presented both singly and collect-
ively. However, school conditions seem frequently to demand that
history shall be taught with dogmatic fimness. Undoubtedly,
hesitation as to what data should be studied, or lack of assurance
as to the truth of what is to be learned cannot be inherent in
every lesson. To be unceasingly on guard always to present both
sides of a question, or to delve deeply for every aspect of a
problean that cannot be solved is not only tedious but unnecessary
and even harmful to young people.
In an appeal to continue teaching iiistoi*y for history'd
(1) Beverly IJichols, Health and History, condensed for
the Reader's Digest, September, 1935, pp. 29-30.
(<1
sake« Carle ton J« H» Hayes saya that the ideal of history is
• to acquire more and more infomation con-
ceming nan*s past...; to compare £ind contrast and
weigh evidence; to endeavor to understand the past
as it was; to ^;aard ourselves and our charges against
gullibility.^-
Mr# Hayes believes that the present is made by the past and that
history must teach the continuity and conservatism of human
thou^t; the similarity, though never the exact repetition, of
human action; and the possibility of diaceminb the future
from the facts of the pastt
If the facts of history coiJLd be arbitrarily determined,
it would be both advisable and necessary to teach it only for
the sake of those facts; but if history is to be taught so that
it will be of most assistance in the long years after school
days are past, then it must be taught so that it v/ill serve as a
helpful ,_,ulde in a meanins^ful civic life.
PROPOSED LIMITATIONS
The course of study known as "American History and Govern-
ment" is firmly entrenched by legislative fiat in the eleventh or
twelfth grade of the high schools of Massachusetts. The same
is true of most higii sciiools throughout the nation. However,
legislating American history into the high schools does not
legislate it into the hearts and minds of the students, nor
does such legislation ^^uarantoe that the subject will be
(1) Carleton J. H. Hayes, The Social Studies, History
and the Present, p. 77.

master d so that it will be of greatest civic value. Frequent-
ly the subject is rather grimly approached by both instructor
and pupils as one of the necessary evils that stend in the way
of a coveted diploma; and thou^ teachers and citizens look with
favor upon the mastery of much knowledge and information about
the United States as a whole, they would be hard put to deter-
mine exactly what good mi,^t be expected to come from this partic-
ular study. Yet canny, practical-minded legislators must iiave
had a certain confidence in the utility of the subject to force
it upon all students in such summary fashion; and in the same
way they thmst it upon the attention of educators who must
determine the best means of bringing to the fore examples of
tho\ight and conduct from the past that will serve as definite
guides to civic life and civic attitudes.
It is, therefore, the pi rpose of this thesis to determine
in what way ibierican history as tau^^cht in the eleventh and
twelf tia grades can assist in forming civic aims, civic ideals,
civic tiiou^ht, and civic action. This thesis will show many
of the common practices and existing theories and principles
of the classroom, both good and bad; it udll review many ob-
jectives that are frequently accepted in pedagogy for teachers
and pupils J end It will offer augi^estions for carrying out
tiiese accepted objectives; but while possible improvements of
specific deficiencies will be considered, no absolute panaceas
will be advocated. Rather, ideas for the development of civic
ideals will be presented so as to be of use in a progressive
school where teachers are plven complete freedom of thought

and action or in a conservative school where teaching thovight
and action are hampered by tradition. In short, it is the
teacher who will be considered here, end her v^ork in teaching
pupils J rather than teaching a subject, will be empliasized*
4
CiiAPTER II
SIMILAR PREVIOUS STUDIES
Surveys on the utility of the social studies in general
and of history in particular are bein^; constantly made. Edu-
cators as a whole do not seem to o© in any way satisfied with
results as they are bein^; obtained from history studies. Pro-
fessor Harold 0. Rugg has lon^, advocated the abandonment of his-
tory as a separate subject in favor of a combined course in
social science, but Professor Rugg has yet to prove that his
theories ace needed for effective teaching | for however care-
fully such a course is planned, it is frequently broken up In
the classroom into history, geography, economics, and civics*"^
Even such an implacable foe of the present methods of history
teaching as Professor Snedden still calls upon tiie teachers of
this subject to plan ttieir course of study as forming a
•••necessary scaffolding for civic education.
both for school and adult life.^
UNITARY HISTORY
Tyler Kepner has written an able and illuminating dis-
cussion of experiments in unitary history in the Brookline
High School of Brookline, Massachusetts, and has published
(1) Arthur Biaing end David H. Bining, Teaching of Soc-
ial Studies in Secondary Schools, pp. 208-210,
(2) David Snedden, Educational Sociology, p. 549.
€
the same In the January, 1935 issue of "The Social Studies**
under the title of **Unitary History and Its Possibilities".
Mr. Kepner quotes from William Morrison in his defi-
nition of a unit when he declares that a unit is
•••a comprehensive and significant aspect of
the environment capable of bein<:j u-nclerstood rath or
than capable of merely being remembered* A unit in
history
(1) an evolutionary movement in history which
is comprehensive ±n nature and sinnificant and
vital to social development; and (2) the elements
eomprisiiii;, tl'ie unit, togetaer with whatever prixiciples,
trends, and generalizations should be incori^orated in
the presentation, are important from the point of
view of the learner because he sees a whole and pre-
sisiiably, thereroro, will better liiidoretand tiie
whole
Mr» Kcpncr f iLids that chronological history is complex and
episodical because politics, economics, social end foreign
relations cannot nicely dovetail into each other.
Moreover,
...the unit organization, properly organized,
oimplifies history for the leaminfi process by
tracing in more or lesa chronological sequence
one major evolutionary process at a time. Some
units follow a vertical or evolutionary setup
while others are horizontal.-^
With engaging honesty, the author continues:
Unitary history is not a panacea. It is an
honest and sincere attempt to evolve an organisa-
tion that will simplify for the learner the com-
plexities of history, tiiat will leave the learner
with some real understanding of tlie great evolu-
tionary processes that have made us as we are.
2
Opponents of unitary history might easily object tiiat no
history is complete when it is pictured as separate units or
(1) Ibid. p. 10
(2) Ibid. p. 12
i\
phases of life; certainly modem history cannot be interpreted
or understood when it is divided and considered from any single
viewpoint or when it is studied witiiout an awareness of the
interdependence of politics, economics, and social and foreign
relations. Perhaps the most serious criticism of Mr. Kepner
would come from the proponents of the unit organization of study*
In his course of study entitled "The Unit Assignment in Second-
ary Education", Mr* Roy 0« Billett of Boston University School
of Education has laid down definite criteria for the organiza-
tion of hlfja. school courses into units. Among these criteria
may be included the following i"^
I* The unit muat represent a definite and valid teacher*©
goal and must contain a definite and desirable learning product
to be acquired by the pupil,
II • The uiiit must be i^lanned to make possible adaptations
for different abilities, ainis, interests, and needs of the
pupil.
III. The unit must be analyzed into lesser learning prod-
ucts on each of which the major learning product in part de-
pends.
The unit organization demands a very thorough knowledge
of the subject matter on the part of the teacher, but more than
this it demands critical analysis of the course of study end
under the j^^^ise of " teacher *s goals" £ind "learning products" it
lays down definite alms and objectives, not of the course of
(1) Roy 0. Billet, Ptiadamentals of Secondary-School
Teaching with Emphasis on the Unit Met^iod, pp. 505-509.
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study, but of the separate units. In tiie hands of an earnest
devotee of the unit plan of organization, the method becomes a
splendid mediuai for effective teaching; but in the hands of
one has honest doubts or oojections to the plem, the method
soon degenerates into the presentation and assimilation of
simple data to be acquired at the level of ttie pupil's learning
ability. The very fact thet the subject is not considered as
a whole tends to break it up into topics, rather than lonits*
Personally, I believe that a consideration of aims and objec-
tives for the entire coiirse, rather than solely for the tinits
would largely tend to obviate this difficulty.
VITALIZING HISTORY
Mr* R. R. r'ahmey expresses the popular attitude toward
history teaching in his article entitled "Vitalizing the
Teaching of History" in "The Social Stiidies" for February,
1954."^ He drav,'s for ready reference upon his experiences in
the Iowa State Teachers College in Cedar Palls, Iowa.
Mr. Pahmey finds that the trend for the ten years pre-
vious to his writing, has been to emphasize the prac .ical and
the utilitarian as a means toward a better order of society
with more social justice and the functioning of each individual
for the greatest coiianon good. The public has definite ideas as
to irtiat should be expected from classroom exposure to history
(1) R. E. Fahmey, Vitalizing tiie Teaching of History,
The Social Studies, February, 1934, pp. 64-69.
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teaching, for the public believes that history assimilation auto-
matically brings about the followinoj a more fervid patriotism;
a better knowledge of government; tiie capacity and the interest
for intelligently solving social, economic, and governmental
problems, Althoux^ the author finds that it is "dangerous to
write or to teach history with a motive"^, he none the less
states as the most important motive for teaching history is
••the inculcation of such an understanding of the
conflicting interests, motivating forces, and social
adjustments of the past, as will enable e new genera-
tion intelligently to cope with current social, econ-
omic, and governmental problems* The attainiiient of
such a goal for history requires tiiat a knowledge of
the past be related to the present, in such a way
that current problems may be scientifically approached
in the lii^ht of their historical backgroLind. Whether
or not such an utilitarian motive can be achieved in
the public schools depends entirely upon how history
is taught •••or perhaps I shoild say upon what is
taught as history* •••We must revise teachin^j, from
memorization to a genuine grasp of ideas-relationships
between ideas and events presented on a background of
fundamental social, economic, and political forces*
•••All progress is a ciamilative process of experience*^
Mr* Pahmey decries the narrow, chronological order of events in
history teaching, although he finds that seventy-five percent
of high school history is so taught*
However, for any specific aid in solving this difficulty,
Mr* Pahmey has little actual assistance to give other than a
plea to relate the past to the present* For eicample, in dealing
with the subject of any depression, the author would have us oon-
(1) Ibid, p* 64
(2) Ibid. p. 65
i
slder the cycle of all depressions, sttidylng the ccxrmion causes,
the common phases of their duration, and the common elements in
overcoming all depressions of the United States from 1819
through the final depression of 1929. Needless to say, Mr»
Pahmey merely scratches the surface of the difficulties of
history teaching; he sees miany evils, but only one solution for
one of the evils.
THE NATIONAL EDUCATION ASSOCIATION AND SOCIAL STUDIES
In September, 1929, the Research Bulletin of the National
Education Association had as its title "Curriculum Studies in
the Social Sciences".^ This bulletin went very thoroughly into
the various problems of the social studies, and as they relate
specifically to the teaching of history, they will be set down
here.
Among the first problems to be considered was J
Shall the scientific or the guessin^^; method pre-
vail in selecting the content of the social studies?^
The answer, of course, was obvious, and it was found that the
scientific was gaining ground.
Then was asked:
Can the problems of citizenship be detemined
with precision?^
(1) John K, Norton, Research Director, Curriculum
Studies in the Social Sciences from Vitalizing
the High School Curriculum, Research Bulletin of the
National Education Association, September, 1929.
(2) Ibid. p. 306
(3) Ibid, p. 206
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Four means of determining tiiese problems were found: Analyze
the topics and the problems discussed in the pressj 2# Consult
lay citijiens concerning their problems; 3# Consult political
platfoms for an expression of national problems; 4« Consult the
statements of thinkers and specialists in the study of society*
Doubtless this last so'orce would provide the best (thou^ not
always the most popular) problems.
In continuing the thought of the first problem, these ques-
tions were asked:
How can the content of the social studies be
determined? \Vhat facts have the greatest social
value?!
^e only means of determining those facts of greatest social
value are: 1. Their occurrence in the press; 2. Their occurrence
in books and encyclopedia articles; 3« The judgment of experts aa
to what facts are socially valuable* Human experience and know*
ledge in each field is very great; but the socially valuable
facts are fortunately comparatively few, and with proper study
can be detei^ned as needs arise*
Facts and problems for the social studies can be scientific-
ally determined, but should vital social issues be taken up by
high school classes? This is a burning question among many
teachers and administrators; but the Research Bulletin has a most
comfortins answer*
It is believed that there is a place in the high
scliool for such a consideration of issues as will en-
courage and foster the habit of reason and imbiased
judgment* In a situation where the search is for the
(1) Ibid, p* 207-208
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truth, ^ere all the available data are raarslialod and
duly studied, where no preconceived views are im-
posed and each individual is urged toward a carefully
deliberated conclusion of his own - this is truly to
be in the ataaosphere of the scientific spirit.
The introduction of live issues lends vitality to the
work of the school; it helps to develop IntelliGont
opinions €unong pupils on the issues that perplex the
society in which they live«^
This is a timely end encouraj,ing piece of research, but
once more the teacher and the stiident are baffled by a real
failure to imderstand just what is asked of those who study
and of those who teach any of the social sciences. A panacea
for the evils of living seeims to be demanded of all the social
studies, and history must share its part of the burden* But
how? The National Council for the Social Studies appointed a
special committee in 1929 to study the problem; magazines of
pedagogy hurl unlimited criticism at social studies teachers;
even the lay press and the public make their share of the
general discontent; but no one has as yet told definitely and
concisely all the evils, their caiise, or their cure. To real-
ize that teachers and educators are tri;ly aroused to their
problem, one has only to skim the pages of, for a sint^le ex-
ample, "The Social Studies" during a year to note the demands
for real change in the teaching of the much-abused subject
of history. In the year 1936 "The Social Studies" had twenty-
seven different articles encouraging changes to be made in the
pedagogy of history or the social sciences, and only one
article that still saw more good than evil in the old method
(1) Ibid. p. 208
c
of "history for history's sake," 3-
THE Hm ENGLAND HISTORY TEAC;lEIiS» ASSOCIATION
In 1935 a coramittee from the New England History Teachers*
Association under the chairmanship of Blanche A# Cheney of the
State Teachers College in Lowell, Massachusetts, published "A
Syllabus in American History and Problems of American Democracy
for Secondary Schools.' The purpose of this course of study is
"to fit pupils directly for intelligent and responsive participa-
tion in solving the problems now confronting our nation".^ The
work is based on the needs of democratic society}
A better understanding of the difficult social.
Industrial, political and international problems of
our rapidly changing civilization « • • •
A deeper sense of personal obligation and res-
ponsibility • •
A broad and tolerant outlook which will tend to
break down the barriers of provincialism and prejudice,
£nd build up a demand for truth and for sufficient
evidence upon which to base judgments.
The spirit and ixablt of cooperation in promoting
th0 good life for all.
Unselfish devotion to the common good expressed
in the disposition and ability to serve.
3
(1) Carleton J. H. Hayes, History and the Present, Ihe
Social Studies, i?'ebruary, 1936, p. 77,
(2) A Syllabi s in American History and Problems of Ameri-
can Damocracy for Secondary Schools by a Committee of
the New England History Teachers » Association, Blanche
A, Cheney, chaiman, 1935, p. 1.
(3) Ibid. p. 1
i
Teachers must achieve these objectives by relating teach-
ing to life, by choosing subject matter in terms of social needs
by conducting the classroom on democratic procedures.^
The content of the suggested course in American history is
organized in large \2nits« 'Bie colonial period is mentioned in
summary fashion, the national period is planned more carefully,
and the p-eriod since the Civil War is greatly emphasized.^ The
unit outlines are planned to guide the teacher in organizing
the work for the class; the pupils will work out their ov/n
aunanarles. The problem questions, projects, and activities
are likewise suggestive and for the use only of the teacher*
Complete reference lists are given from which ttie teacher may
assign or direct readings consistent with the abilities of the
pupils. Much stress is laid on the outcome for the units; for
the outcomes "set forth the effect of the new learning on the
pupils' thinking, feelin^, aid acting" .3
The Syllabus is a stiiirulating piece of vital research and
Invaluable to the teacher in practice. However, a strong founda
tion of knowledge would seem to be necessary before the pupil
could gain the most from this method of teaching. If the class
is organized to study facts in their proper historical relation-
ships for two-thirds of the year, the Syllabus will provide an
excellent t^uide for serious problem work*^
(1) Ibid. p. 5
(2) Ibid. p. 31
(3) Ibid. p. 32
(4) ArthiAT C. Binin^: and David H. Binini^, Teaching the
Social Studies in Secondary Schools, p. 106.

CHAPTER III
THE PRESEl^T SITUATION
A brief sxiimnary of the present situation might easily com-
prise the subject for an entire thesis, but a few obvious state-
ments can here be made* Teachers are bewildered by the con-
flictin^i claims of leading educators, some of whom arc; so con-
servative tiiat they want history taught only for its own sake;
while others insist that history's place in the curricuram
shall be conditioned by its ability to further civic needs or
even a collective mode of life* In this thesis the popular
terns "left" and "right** have been used to designate the liber-
al and the conservative influence respectively.
INPLUEI'iCE OP THE *'LE?T**
Our so-called ** liberal** tiiihkers differ very much among
thanselves, seemin^-jly having only one basic thought in common;
i»e«, that something must be done to remedy many of the present
evils in the teaching of history sjid the social sciences • Some
content themselves with simple criticisms of the social effects
of teaching as showi in exiattag disorders, the prevalence of
wars, depressions, lack of political interest, public graft, and
so forth. Joy E# Morgan of the Journal of the National Education
Association, while offering just criticisms in a wise philosophy
to be found tlirou.^ut the parses of the Journal, offers little of
a constructive nature in correcting the evils he sees rampanti
LI'
James Truslow Adams and David Sneddon^ have both called on the
teacher to train the pupils to iiave open well-informed minds
free from prejudice and emotional thinking; to use intel^
lectual tools from reference books to logical thought; and to
take an interest In present-day probl^ns and their solutions.
Others like George S» Counts^ and Harold 0» Rug^^^ would by
means of indoctrination, lead the futtire citizens of the United
States away from current evils to better living together under
a new "collectivism". These philosophers believe that society
today is wrong and only by presenting, and striving as a society
to attain, Utopia can we hope to overcome presont-day ovile«
Like Harold 0* Rugg^ many realist thinliers insist upon the re-
construction of education so that it will be built upon the
problems and needs of tlie people, and of such a nature that it
will develop a creative philosophy consistent with the new
civilization. The past has occupied too much of historyj the
future miBt also bo considered. Ideals of thought and action
liave been imposed upon the Ijnpresslonable minds of pupils when
it has been impossible to find unremitting obedience to tiiese
Ideals in the lives and ciiaractera of our leaders either in the
(1) Can Teachers Bring About the Kew iiociety?
(2) Civic Education, or Educational Sociology, pp,540-550,
or Sociological Determination of Objectives in Educa-
tion, pp. 215-250.
(3) Social Fouiidations of Education, pp. 1«6.
(4) American Life and the School Curriculum, pp. 29G-299.
(5) Ibid. pp. 296-299.
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past or in the present. Usually the absent and the departed have
been expurgated until they have lost all semblance to realism.
To the schoolman, the extreme radical is as fully imprac-
1tical as the extreme conservative, Such liberals as jajle Ashby
and Henry Johnson^ would have teaciiers show social evils only for
the purpose of correcting thera| but others like Pranlcwood Williams
would have all evils exposed for the purpose of attacking the
system that would permit them to exist. But with proper orgaji-
i2ation the schools can protect themselves from the whip of
radicalism or the inert paralysis of ultra conservatism and
adapt their work to the needs of democracy,
DOMINANCE OF THE "RIGJiT" IN PRACTICE
Too many teachers and administrators still cling tenacious*
ly to the old factual "history for history *s sake".^ The reasons
for this are many, but perhaps the most cogent is that it is
dangerous to write or to teach history "with a motive" other then
the quite harmless, but not always accurate or practical, motives
assigned to this subject by a creduluous public. The public
wants well-informed, critical citizens to be molded in the
schools, but is seldom willing to permit educators a carte
(1) The Widening Path of Education, National Education
Magazine, May, 1934,
(2) The Teaching of History, Chapters I and II in particular,
(3) Russia Can Teach Us. Progressive Education, January, 1933,
(4) R, H. Pahmey, Vitalising the Teaching of History,
The Social Studies, February, 1934, pp, 64-69,

blanche In the task of attaining these ends. Hestrictione of
one sort or another are placed tiiroiagh custom, through actual
mandate, or thix>ue;h outspoken demands of civic groups.
If we examine the groups that are striving to in-
fluence education, we shall find that most of them are
animated hy honest motives, i'he exceptions to this
generalization are found principally in those powerful
econcHnic interests tliet, to escape the payment of taxes
or becaiise of their fear that the wide diffusion of
knowledge may be a threat to their entrenched econDmic
positions, seek, through propaganda and through pressixre
on school officials and state legislatures, to beat
down school expenditures and thus bring about a drastic
curtailment of tlie program of public education. There
is abundant evidence of the existence in ttiese parlous
years of this selfish and sinister attack on public
education and all that it stands for. On the other
hand, it is equally true that many pressure groups
seeking to influence education are strong advocates
of adequate schools. The Daughters of the /imerican
Revolution and the Socialist party, the American Legion
and the American Peace Society, ere all advocates of
public education, though they wovJLd direct it to dif-
ferent social ends. And this is a fact of major im-
portance in the development of a grand strategy of
education.^
Within the classroom itself there are many reasons why the
average teacher finds it best to teach factual history only. In
a study of classroom difficulties. Miss Van Bibber found that
out of fifteen hundred teachers Included in her survey, six
hiandred and twenty-seven declared that their academic freedom
p
was restricted. Many teacijers are themselves so conservative
that they do not realize that there are restrictions in effect
(1) Jesse H. Newlon, Public Opinion and Education, Thir-
teenth Yearbook of the Department of Superintendence of
the N.E.A., p. 146.
(2) Lena C. Van Bibber, An Exploratory Study of Specific
Class-Room Difficulties in the Teaching of History and
Otlier Social Studies.
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either upon themselves or upon their more outspoken colleagues;
consequently it is difficult to estimate how complete a lack of
academic freedom actually exists.*^
The greatest difficulty found in the classroom as Indicated
by the teacl.ers \mo reported to Miss Van Bibber, is inadequacy
i of the text»^ The protests are included under such headin{?;s
as "too condensed", "too abstract lacking concrete illustration";
"too advanced"; "obscure;" "poor organization;" and "bias".
Henry Johnson demands that each type of textbook be judged for
its usefulness by the purpose with which it was written and with
which it is used*'-' Perhaps the most serious impediment to good
teachin^^ is the text written with a definite bias, as such a
book is usable only when opposite views on corresponding subjects
are required* Under the caption of "poor organization" many
grievances against a book can be found, some of them more legiti-
mate than others; so that this as a heading is not entirely
satisfactory* An "obscure" text is seldom of much good to either
the teacher or the class and the sooner discarded the better.
The "abstract" and the "advanced" texts are an undoubted nuisance,
particularly for a class that is only average, or below, in abili-
ty; and although it is possible to make satisfactory use of such
books, they entail much needless work on the part of the pupils
(1) Clifford Kirkpatrick, Social Studies in Relation to
Social Change, The Social Studies, April and May, 1955.
pp. 302-30G*
(2) Op. Cit. p. 25
i)) % } (3) Teaching of History in the Elementary and Secondary
Schools, p.

and the teacher. The tercher who complains of "too condensed*
a text may possibly be evading his duty by teechin{j; only accord-
ing to the book.
Over twelve hundred out of a possible twenty-five hundred
teachers complained of the lack of a suitable library for refer-
eaice, books end supplementary materiels.*^ Again Henry Johnson
would take exception to this complailrxt, as in his **Teaching of
History" he cites many convenient ways of acquiring a satisfactory
o
library at a very slight cost.
In criticizing their respective courses of study, only a
very few teachers condemned the general plan as being unprogressive,
but a goodly number did report on the shortness of time for an ef-
ficient handling of the topics. Many reported that the topics
were too great in number thus demanding too much detail or too
large a field to be covered in the time allowed. An appreciable
number also criticized the content of the course of study as be-
ing poor, though just what was meant by "poor content" was not
clear •'^
The children who approach their work are freqiiently handi-
capped by many forces beyond their control. At tiir.es they are too
immature for many of the problems taken up in secondary school
history. Others enter the school from homes lacking any cultural
heritage where often only a foreign tongue is spoken. Most fre-
quently of all, however, the pupils are hampered by ingrained
(1) Op. Cit. p. 26.
(2) Op, Clt. pp.
(3) Op. Cit. p. 26.

prejvidices, political, social, or religious. Many boys and ^,irls
do not know how to study or are hampered by unsatisfactory con-
ditions for home study. Then there are all the handicaps imposed
by Ineffectual training:- weakness in reading ability; Inadequate
background generally; Inadequate backgroimd in history, geography
and political science specifically; inability to organize or to
see relationships; and finally, inability to formulate objectives
This is a tremendous array of difficulties confronting the
history teacher; and added to these are the impediments found in
the teacher hlrnself # Tiiere are the difficulties arising from
inadequacy of scholarship and the infinite difficulties from in-
adequacy of method. Is it any wonder that the history teacher,
faced with so many dilemmas, has had recourse to nothing but
the mastery of bald facts from a dead past? Is it any wonder
that the i'ea of picturing the past as tne precursor of the
present and of the future has met with considerable practical
opposition within the ranks?
THE CONTRAST ILLUSTRATED
Leadership in education, • .has been much concerned with
improving the efficiency of the existing school, but it
has been too little inclined to ask the fimdamental
question as to whether the existing school is i.rovidlng
the type of education that should be provided for Ameri-
cans in tills critical period* It is the failure of the
profession to comprehend the relations of educational
problems to broader social problems, and its absorption
In the technical and mechanical aspects of education,
that explains the fact that education has been so much
drifting with the tide of events in the last generation.
(1) Ibid. p. 26.

The profession must critically oxaiiine not only its
own practices but the American tradition, the inex-
orable trends in American life, and, in the ll^^t
of this examination, formulate a social-educational
policy. • • • The formulation of a social-educational
policy is, or should be, a vast cooperative effort
involvint, the entire public, but more ©specially
social scientlLte, social philosophers, students of
education, educational administrators, and teachers*
••t Refusal to act means that the school will but
reflect the status quo.l
No fixed dogBias can prepare for the future. Since the
social life of children is continuous with that of adults, they
find tliat the content of study and of decent habits is predeter-
mined for them by adults. Unless educators challenge the large
scale injustices of the world these injustices will be perpetu-
ated tlirou^rh the children while they are still In the hands of
teachers •'^
Industry is strongly organized in America and exerts
great pressure on the national life* Education must likewise be
strongly organized pai-tly to combat the ulterior motives and
self-seeking practices of industry, and partly to malie its
influence felt in the social, political, and econcanic fields
of the iiation. However, education cannot organize for the
purpose of self-aggrandizement or e:xploitation of any groupi
it must organize only for the purpose of advancing from theory
into practice the principles of democracy.
(1) Jesse K. Newlon, IHtie Teaching Profession & Social
Policy, from Social Change and Education, Thirteenth
Yearbook of the Department of Superintendence of the
K.E.A., p. 158.
(2) G. A. Coe, Shall We Indoctrinate?, Progressive Educa-
tion, March, 1933, pp. 140-143.

The foimulation of a social-educational policy
is, or shoiild be, a vast cooperative effort involving
til© entire public, but more especially social scientists,
social philosoph rs, students of edvcation, educational
administrators, and teachers, If the teaching pro-
fession woLild make its influence felt, it must combine
into a great and effective organisation^ Unorganized,
the profession will oe pushed aside and disregarded by
the forces that control in America today. But to say
that the profession should be realistic in marshalling
and "^'>rcisins power in the conflict of interest
groups, does not mean that the profession shoiild re-
sort to indefensible technics of propaganda. • »tliat it
shoild ever take advantage of, or attempt in any way
to exploit the public. In the natiire of the case, the
cause of education would be ruinecl by such a procedure,
for it is entirely antithethical to the very concept of
education. But the profession has great resources upon
which it may draw without resort to such tactics. It
can exert influence in the end far more pov;er.ul than
paid propaganda or political chicanery. ••• The ap-
proach of the education profession to the public should
be an ed\ cational approach, but it should, nevertheless,
be a most vigorous approach .-^
LACK 0? TRAIITED TEACHERS
In choosing a teacher for a position, Clifford Kirkpatrick
finds that the less aggressive personality has been chosen in
the pMt; although tl-ie depression has had the beneficent effect
of thrusting into the ranks people who are "doers and thinkers",
vrbo ere inclined to look with misgiving and impatience upon
our quondam policy of passive security. "The teacher" says
Kirkpatrick, "should be the kiiJd of person who would have prestJg
(1) Jesse H. Hev/lon, The Teaching Profession and Social
Policy, The iliirtoenth Yearbook of the Department of
Superintendents, Washington, D.C. } N.B.A. of the U.S.
pp. 1-38-100.
(2) Clifford Kirkpatrick, Social Studies in Relation to
Social Charige, The Social Studies, April end May, 19 35
pp. 302-305.
(3) Ibid. p. 305.
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How well are teachers prepared and selected for their
woirk? A study of their training for the subjects they teach
often shoY?s very Inadequate preparation* Practically all
teachers have been assigned subjects to teach in which they have
had little or no instruction; particularly ia this true when new
courses are being introduced into a curriculum of any school,
or in the sEiall high school. M&ny teachers must change their
subjects often, and a few in the course of years make a complete
round of the curriculum. Of course, this situation has its
effect in the act"!ml training: of teachers in the teachers' col*»
leges* In respect to the social studies alone the following
p
criticisms were made by Professor Hutsonj
!• Teacher-training schools do not recognize the
relatedness of the social studies and they seldom train
their graduates to teach them in their entirety*
2m The Teachers' background varies widely; some
having specialized to a ^reat extent in a particular
field, and otiiors having had many general co^xpses deal-
ing not simply with history, but with its related
subjects si:ch as political science and economics*
3* Teachers are not often chosen for tiieir partlcu-
,
lar knowledge of a field* Having majored in mathe-
matics 1±Ley may be assigned to teach economics| or hav-
ing strdied political science carefully, they may be
assigned to ancient history*
Colleges and schools of education must plan their courses
with a single objective in mind: Train x^rospective to&chers who
can g\ilde pupils in a chan^^ing order»^ If teachers are to do
(1) Percival W. Hut son. The Scholarship of Teachers in
Secondary Schools, pp. 12-62.
(2) Op. Git. pp. 63-86.
(3) W. W. Theisen, The Problem of Teachers for the New
Education, Thirteenth Year i3ook, pp* 164-187.

their work properly, they imat have better guidance as stvcdente
in tne matter of curriculrmi choloos. Hie foil wing reconiraenda-
tions are valuable for the social studies students'^
1* Two or three survey courses are advisal^e such as,
American History, a general course in European history, and a
choice of a general course in wjrld history or one in Ancient
hlstoiyt Tliese shoi^ld serve as an aid to the be(^inning teacher
and should be tat:sght witli that objective in view*
2« Survey courses in economics, political science, and
civics or sociology shoixld also be taken,
3« Specialization in any branch should follow only when
adequate foundations have been laid in scleral courses.
4# Courses in methods, philosophy of education, and
practice teaching are, naturally, vital to the beginning teacher
and 'go the teacher in long practice*
The social studies put very heavy requirements on the In-
structor for they are constantly cl:ianciing as society Ghari>-es«2
Regardless of t^j& adequacy of his trainln{i in college, the
teacher in service imist keep himself under \mremittin4j study.
While he must not actually interpret the chanf^ing world to his
pupils, he must guide them to see the need for interpretation
by and for themselves. But in order to guide, tlie teacher must
hlniself be able to find his own way thi'ough the maze of modem
ctsnplexities in bhe social order. The teacher must do more than
(1) Percival H. Hutson, 'ilae Scholarship of Teachers in
Secondai^y Schools, pp. 144«»153.
(2) Jas. T. Adams, Can Teachers Bring About the Kew Society?
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read the newspaper; he must be able to rollow a probl<ara from
day to day as it appears in the press and he must be able to
interpret Ite Eignificance v/ith some accviracy* Ke must not
sl';iply follow the drift of events | he should feel confident at
times to forecast the most obvious and to urderstend the trend
of national and world events • Reliable dally, weekly, end
monthly journals should be readily familiar, as v;ell as profes-
sional magaalnes tliat will £,ive valued aesistance in classroom
practice and tlieory*
We can speak at t;reat length on the need of teachers care*
fully trained in their respective fields; we can urge them to
continue their professional studies in the years following their
first job# But degrees in arts, or science, or education do not,
and cannot, make a teacher in any of the social studiea*-^ The
truth seldom seriously impairs the life of any individual, yet
teachers often seek to paint life in sweet alluring colors.
Children are led to seek beauty in life by the simple process of
teaching that all life is beautiful • A teacher *s security of
position, his modest but sufficient financial emoluments, his
daily contact with the expurgated lives and achievements of
great men, have frequently made him a fim believer In the good-
ness of this world. Pew teachers have fa5.1ed. to imbibe somewhat,
at least, the ideals and aspirations of the young people under
their care. In short, few teachers are hard*headed materialists.
Take, for example, a few statements picked at random from the
(1) E. A. Pitzpatrick, The Scholarship of Teachers in
Secondary Schools, pp. 30-37.

remarks of teachers In typical city schools
( A high school history teacher in a large city)
I fall to s ee how the policies of any presideiit
can serloiJisly affect business • The president is in
office for foizr years; a business operates over a
period of many years.
(The assistant superintendent of schools in this same system)
Regardless of the training or aptitude of a manf
he cannot foretell the economic outcome of any
political bias. There is no connection between
politics and economics.
(An elementary teacher)
It is immaterial to me whether the NRA fails
or not. I prefer to have prices lower because I
can buy more with my salary.
(A junior high school teacher of history)
Now that the United States has gone off the
gold standard our Liberty Bonds are valueless.
(A college professor of economics)
The banks have shown their desire to aid busi-
ness by having an extremely low rate of interest.
It is the National Securities Act that has
tiirottled b^lainess.
Naive as most of these statements are, ttiey are not so
revealin^,; as the statements and opinions expressed by pupils
and accepted by their instructors:
The inl'lux of foreigners after the Civil War
was much larger and tiierefore morals were weakened.
(World War) Neutrality was Impossible to keep
because our citizens were killed and y/e wanted
Justice.
Europe regarded our entrance into the V/orld War
as a godsend. Prance and England needed our men
because soiirces were exhausted. Funds were also
needed badly.
(1) These are remarks made by teachers in Massachusetts
schools snd colleges, and noted on various occasions
by the v/riter of the thesis.
f
I think the World V/ar was tlie natural o .tcome
of Germany's thirst for more and more power. Every
country was arming rapidly, so everyone was ready
when Germany was.
i^pils **listen to what we say and ignore what we teach"
declares Prankwood Williams .-^ As a result, many adolescents
have had a quiet sinile at the expense of a teacher who inadvert-
ently expressed a biased opinion on a controversial matter. On
the other hand, the friendship and sympathy of one or several
pupils may be lost "by the teacher who carelessly tramples on the
sensibilities of those who have acquired definite concepts in
life. For example, the teacher who would say of V/ashington,
"The Father of his coimtry was no ordinary laborer's son, but
ratlier the carefully-trained son of a gentlemen;" ml^ht con-
ceivably cause to spring up in the minds of laborers* children
a real resentmant not merely against 1±ie teacher, but against
Washington as well.
However difficult it may be, educators must take unto
themselves the task of changir^ age-old habits of thoi^o^^t and
action; but to do so successfully they must modify the process
of teaching, the training of their teachers, and tlie demands to
be made of pupils and teachers in the classroom.^ I'he prospec-
tive social studies teacher must have all the requisitions of any
successful teacher in service, background of scholarship and
(1) Prankwood Williams, Russia Can leach Us, Progressive
Education, January, 1933, p. 9.
(2) W. W. Theisen, Teachers for the Hew Education,
13iirteenth itearbook, pp. 184-186.

pedagogy, attractive personality, good health, and executive
ability^ but he must have, in addition, the many-sided person-
ality of the well-educated man, good inai£;ht, good understand-
ing, and a real interest in human welfare. He must be well-
balt^nced mentally with the capacity to hold class interest in
controversial matters without allowing himself or the class to
bend to the sway of demagoguery."^ He must be willing to lead,
but not to force; to help, but not to compel; to guide, but not
to indoctrinate. He must accept the responsibility of siiowlng
ri^t end wron^, of presenting all sides of a question, of
motivatinf^ interest, of inspirln^j; thought; and only within the
secret realm of his own silent thoughts may he reach a personal
conclusion; outwardly he must remain in the position of the con-
sci^tlous moderator*
CLASSROOM PROCEDURES
The social sciences have not yet come to the stage
irtiere they Iiave developed instriictional teclmiques pecul-
iarly their own» The teaching of the social studies is
still largely teaching ; it is not a special or unique
type of classroom woi^» Methods of teaching used in
social science courses, as well as elsewhere, include the
lecture, textbook, socialized recitation, problem, pro-
ject, contract, supervised study, and the unit methods.
Each of these ha^. its advantages, limitations, special
functions, and special cautions or devices for effective
application.
2
The lecture method is the oldest, but its age has not
served to keep it from disrepute, as too many critics have de-
clared that teachers are hereby enabled to take up too large a
(1) George A. Coe, Shall We Indoctrinate? Progressive Educa
tion, March, 1933. pp. 140-141. Also: But Should V/e
Indoctrinate, William A» Ban Til Educational Method,
November, 1935, pp. 88-91.
(2) Delia Goode Pander and Claude C. Crawford, Teaching th
Social Studies, p. 162.

portion of class time* Actually, however, the leotiir©
•••has a part to play in the secondary school,
but it must be used with discretion* It demands
mental activity on the part of the pupil
Teachers have found it a valuable aid in giving an overview
ui>on introducing a new unit of work* Frequently pupils in a
short lecture can be assisted in gaining information that would
otherwise necessitate hovirs of research* It can serve to direct
and supplement class readings and provide a backgroTind for more
intelligent pupil activity* An inspiring lecture arouses in-
terest, and even a prosaic lecture can explain an assignment or
suimnarize a unit of work*
The textbook method is most frequently employed and usually
infers the memorization of textbook facts* Th& method today
*.«may be summarized as follows: The teacher
assigns a few pages of the textbook; the pupils
memorize the facts presented in those pages j and then
on the next day the teacher examines the class orally
to see if the pupils can reproduce the substance of
the facts they have memorized* If any of the pupils
see relationship between the facts, they do so in
spite of the teacher rather than tr^rough his aid»S
However, properly handled, the textbook method can be used to in*
sure good success in teaching*^ The assignments from the text
can be so definite tliat pupils will know exactly what to so* The
(1) Arthur C. Bining and David H, Bining, Teaching the
Social Studies in the Secondary Schools, p. 78*
(2) Ibid, pp* 79-80.
(3) Ibid, p* 84.
(4) Ibid* pp* 86-87.

facts learned can then be interpreted in the class period hj the
teacher and the pupils* Undoubtedly both pupils and teacher
often become slaves of the text; but it should be the duty of
the teacher first to challenge Uie inaccuracies and the view-
points expressed rather than to give classes training in ser-
vile acceptance of the work of any author.
Much confusion exists as to the exact meaning of a project,
but a workable definition seems to be that a pz*oJect is any
wortdiwhile task timt the pupil accepts and feels as his own*'''
Haturally this offers a wide latitude of activity, but its very
latitude limits its acceptance in a secondary coia?se of history
study. ]>raniatics, sand-tables, drawin^^s, and other projects il-
lustrating historical facts are used to best advantage in elem-
entary and junior high studyj debates, forum groups, class and
club activities conducted on parliamentary procedures, are a
few of tlie better projects for senior high school work*
The problem method emphasizes mental conclusions that are
drawn from any activity* The entire course of study may be so
arranged that short problems will be found in the daily lesson
and will be readily solved; or the course may be built alto-
gether upon problems* In the latter case care must be taken to
challenge the mind of the pupil else the study will degenerate
into following a topical outline* Problems that arise in class
can be solved as a class or a group project* Some schools
(1) Ibid* p. 102
(2) Ibid*pp.103-112*
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devote two-tblrds of the year to assimilating a baokgrotmd of
facts and the remainder of the year to problems based on those
facts. Frequently several groups work Independently of each
other on solutions, and then compare the results of their work.
Hie Individual pupil receives the most help for his partlc*
ular problem in supervised study; for her© the teacher gives
help where and when it is most needed* Some schools p3?ovlde con-w
ference periods for weak pupils; others provide a coach teacher
for the purpose. The divided period of study and recitation Is
much in favor even thou^ It entails a longer school day through
the extension of the class periods.
^e soolalijsed recitation is conducted under the supers-
vision of the teacher and the direction of a student chalnnan.
Th« chairman prepares a plar: of recitation and discussion of the
day»s assignment and calls upon members of the group for reports.
Additions and corrections are made and questions are proposed
voluntarily by the class. The method Is particularly good for
oral reports and current events. Properly conducted the method
develops a group consciousness and gives training In leadership
and cooperation.
tfoltary history is receiving much attention.
We might emphasize that the division of a course
Into its significant aspects^ large enoiigh to be sig-
nlfleant and small enOLigh to be semi as a whole, is a
step in the right direction In the teaching of the
social studies. The hianan mind Is too limited to
grasp the significance of a maze of factual material,
especially if unrelated. The relationships must be
presented one with ttie other* This is the only way
,1
t^e social studies can fvilfill their fiinotlon of
enabling youth to understand the world In which he
lives
Henry Morrison's five steps form the foundation of all
o
unit st-jdy today.
!• Exploration - Here the teacher determines the back-
ground of study of the pupil. Sometijnes an oral or written
qui2 is necessary; again a class discussion is all that Is
required. This first step prepares the pupil for new material*
2. Presentation - Tii© teacher lectures on the laajor es«
sentials of the unit, then tests to learn if tiie fundamentals
are assimilated* If required, the teacher must again present
and retost those who have not mastered the essentials*
3* Assimilation - 'She pupils read, write, study and oon*»
suit with the teacher or each other. Ttie method used is that
of supervised study on definite laboratory (i.e. problem)
procedure*
4* Organization - Th» pupils write a logical and oonvino-
l&g outline to show understanding*
5* Recitation • Floor talks are given in sunnoary of i±ie
unit study or on various problems or collateral readings In the
unit*
2?h6 Morrison plan as a whole deals with the mastery of
definite subject matter; but In history the mastery would have
(1) Ibid* pp. 198-199*
(2) Henry C. Morrison, 0?he Practice of Teaching in the
Secondary School. Chapter X*

to be BTt understanding of hletorieal fact subject to the In*
evi table change of facts learned later in life* 2h© method
d«ttands a high type of teaching; In particular it calls for the
ability to select suitable assimilative material and to dis*
card irrelevant material* In unskilled hands it can degenerate
into the passive following of a topical outline*
Other classJt'ooffi procedures, particularly modifications
and extensions of the Morrison plan, might easily be included;
but methods are only a part of the story of history teaching*
It is particularly important tiiat history teachers know why they
teach; for if they know why, they can organize what they teach
in a way that will best expresa Uieir purpose*
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CHAPTER IV
OBJECTIVES IN STUDYING AMERICAN HISTORX"
Educators have long had definite objectives in general
education, but hi«tory has not yet devised objectives that can
be truly said to outline for pupil or teacher the specific aims
that contribute to the more general and broader alms of all
edjcation* In discussing education g^xerally^ Fancier and Craw*
ford declared?^
Every school must make some decision concerning
the motives to which to appeal in stimulating and
guiding the process of learning. At no point can tiwi
school assume complete neutrality and at the same
time become a concrete functioning reality* It is
concerned with a growing organism; and growth must
have direction. The determination of this direction
is by far the most crucial of all educational prob-
lems.
How shall these objectives be determined? Edgar Bruce
2Wesley said:
Objectives wei e originally selected on the basis
of a simple observation of the needs of the situation.
As the situation grow in comple;/dt^ it was no longer
easy to evaluate all the elements. The rise of
measurements and the incx'eased use of objective
techniques led some educators to apply ttiese methods
to the problem of selecting objectives. Hot/ever
valuable these efforts might have been, they are no
longer regarded as determinative. At best they are
(1) Delia C^ode Fancier and Claude C. Crawford, Teach-
ing the Social Studies, p. 536.
(2) Teaching the Social Studies, p. 169.

suggestive* Uie selection of an objective is an act'
of choice, and choice reata upon a ijhllosophy* a
seaase of value* In the last analysis, ev&n when nxiiaer-
ical procedures are used, objectives miASt rest upon
the composite judgment of those who participate in
selecting i^es&m
What philosophy should predominate among those wo\ild
select iiistory aims? Fancier and Crawford h^ve found that
The writings of educational specialists and the
published courses of study present a wide range of
statfflnents of objectives. These all stress the general
aim of socialisation or improvment of citizensl ip.
They suggest the use of the social studies as agencies
for social betteiiaent, social progress, or social re*-
construction. This is to be accomplished by adjust*
ing trie individual's attit-udes to tlrie requix Oiients of
group life and by training him in the skills required
for effective social cooperation.
David Sneddon wants history in the schools primarily be-
caiae *'it will contribute to civic appreciations, powers, es-
pecially as these will be needed in the years ahead.
Unfortunately teachers cannot t\xm to mx^ particular
list of aims end objectives tliat has the approval of most educa*
tors and historians, for no sucii list has as yet been fomed*
Two lists, however, do deserve special consideration at this
point; the first by Charles A. Beai^dj and the second by Edgar
Bruce Wesley*
In his "Nature of the Social Sciences", Beai^d listed
many objectives that are included in the aims of all education,
such as i;he neeo. for personal and comcmnity health, appreciation
(1) Delia Goode Fancier and Claude C. Crawford, Teaching
the Social Studies, p* 81.
(2) David Snedden, Educational Sociology, p. 549,
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of art and letters, etc., iifeich can be readily seen even from
1
cursory examination not to belong to the province of history*
By omitting these and other irrelevant alms, Beard has presented
a list of objectives tiiat deserves earnest consideration. An
edited list follows:
Accpiisition of skills
!• Skill in methods of obtaining access to inform-
ation (N«B» Use of libraries, encyclopedias, etc., is
a problem for English teachers; bat use of historical
fiotirces is a part of history teaching.)
2. Skill in scientific method ... Inquiring spirit^
patience, exactness, wei^shin^^ evidence, tentative and
precise conclusions (i.e. in respect to historical data).
Acquisition of attitudes that promote welfare of
individuals and the commonwealth
1. General life attitudes
a. Respect for rights and opinions of others
b. Zeal for truth of particular situations
c. Pride in achievements of individuals, o<Ma-
munities, Ajuerica, and mankind.
d. Admiration for heroic and disinterested deeds
e. Paith in human powers for improvement of
individuals and communities
f . Vivid sense of social responsibility
g. Interest In contemporary affairs
h. Desire to participate in contemporary affairs
2. Patriotism
a. Reasoned affection for native l€uid as dis-
tinguished from tribal prejudices
b. Appreciation of national achievements
c. Sympathetic understanding of national powers
and ideals
d. Religious and political tolerance
e. Critical fairness in partisan politics
f Recognition of national and local shortcomings
g» Understanding of misuse of patriotic phrases
and labels
h» Discriminating between special and national
interests
(1) Nature of the Social Sciences, Charles A. Beard,
pp. 227-230
•
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3» Catholicity of apirit in world affairs
a* Appreciation of other oomciunities and
nationalities
b« Willingness to examine fairly proposals
of other national governments
o« Recognition of values inherent in peaceful
relations of nations
Cultural allegiances
Xm The worth of human life apart from pectiniary
and class standards
2« The worth of work-@fficient and creative
craftsmanship and conditions favorable to it
5, Right to individuality in life - freedom from
mass and standardizing presstires
4* The worth of growth in individual powers
5« CoBffiiunity values and obligations
6« Liberty and toleration
Estlietic appreciation ^ for the enrichment of life
Sympathetic understanding of the manifold relations
of esthetics to life and labor
Special powers of leadership
1. Independence and streri^tda of purpose
2m Will-power and courage
3. Alertness, initiative, powers of observing
situations
4* Imagination* capacity to compare, contrast,
dissect, combine and construct
5* Greativeness- power to foiTaulate, invent, propose,
advocate, take risks, and direct
6» Watchfulness for opportimlties and understanding
of conditions and possibilities of choice*
The objectives of Edgar Bruce Wesley are given without any
form of editing 8^
(1) Edgar Bruce Wesley, Teaching the Social Studies, p. 171.
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The foliowing...objectives. are rigidly
restricted to those (1) tiiat seem to be in harmony with
the nature of the content, (2) that are peculiar to the
subject, (3) to the attainment of which the specified
subjects can make a definite, though not exclusive,
contribution, or (4) that seem to be appropriate because
of their frequent mention.
Objectives in Studying History
1. To develop an appreciation of our social heritage
2. To learn the techniques of finding materials
3. To learn the historical method
4. To develop a love of historical reading
5. To develop a scientific attitude
6. To develop a capacity of suspended judgment
7. To acquire a perspective for understanding contemporary
issues
8. To learn the facts necessar:> for an understanding of
current writings and discussions
9. To acquire a sense of time
10. To understand relationships
11. To understand generalizations
12. To develop a reasoned basis for patriotism
13. To broaden and extend interests and sympathies
14. To facilitate the process of synthesizing
15. To learn snd linderstand instances of social, economic,
and political pz*oeesse8
16. To develop intelligent citizenship
17« To promote international xinderstanding
Hattipally, one immediately jumps to the conclusion npon
comparing the objectives of these two men, that Beard has erred
in looking for history to overcome all the evils now inherent in
society; and that Wesley has ©ra?ed in demanding too little from
history save in a vague indetarminat© fashion that would permit
a teacher to include as much or as little in his teachings as
he is inclined to include. Following Wesley's teiiihiliqtie for
choosing objectives, repiirasing Beard's objectives so as to ob«»
tain greater conciseness and more pertinent materials, and con-
sulting the objectives of other educators and historians, have given
the following aims
J
(1) Delia Goode Pander and Claude C. Crawford,
the Social Studies, pp. 39*84
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Objectives in Studying American History
I. Specific Understanding's to be developed
A. The continuously changing nature of society j how-
why-whither
B« The institutions of American society
1» System of government
a» Comparison of democracy with monarchy. Com*
munism^ Naziism^ Fascia
b« Advantages and disadvantages as shorn in the
compariaon
2« System of justice
5. Values inherent in those American institutions
that are peculiar to American life and thou^sht
4m Shortages in American institutions
a* Causes
b. Possible remedies
C* The meaning of democracy
D« The Timetions of industrialism
!• Its relation to capital
2» Its relation to labor
3« Its relation to government
E. Economic facts and principles that give rise to
political thoue^ht and action
F. Place of the nation in world relationships
II. Specific attitudes to be developed
A. 'Aliolesome appreciation of national social accom*
plishments
1. Liberty
2» Abolition of slavery
3« Peace
4» Republican and democratic irstitutions
5« The "conmion man" and class society in the
United States
6. Liberation of women
?• Social movements and reforms
8« '^Ri^t to life, liberty, and tlie pursuit of
happiness", ri/^t to work, social security
9* Greater protection of children
10 • Racial amalgamation
11. Politics - social controls of government
3« 'Wholesome appreciation of national leaders
1. Pioneers
2. Statesmen >
3* Warriors
4. Inventors
5. Refomers
6. Other leaders and builders
I
C« Such respect for differing racial, religious,
and i)Olitical institutions as would tend to
destroy prejudice
D. Justice for all nations and persons
E» Spirit of adventure in solvin^^; problems of
government
? A deep abiding patriotism based on understanding
American life, £;overnment, and principles
III. Specific Skills to be developed
A. Ability to collect data showing, varying view**
points
B« Ability to analyze materials
C» Ability to ccsnpare historical facts
D« Ability to form personal opinions on historical
matter
SPECIFIC UNDSRSTAiIDINGS TO BE DEVELOPED
Teachers of American history must attanpt to develop in
the future cltiEens of the nation specific understanding^
specific attitudes, and specific skills*^ The Commission on
the Social Studies states that:
The main function of the social sciences is the
acquisition of accui^ate knowledge of, £md inf orjsied
insight into, man and societyj that of social science
instruction is the transmission of s'uch Imowledge and
in8i6ht, with attendant skills and loyalties, to the
individuals composing society*^
CHANGING NATURE OP SOCIETY
''Times change" or "The old town ain*t liiat she used to
(1) Edgar Dawson, Teaching the Social Studies, p* 25
(2) Conclusions and Recommendations, p» 7
(
be" do laq^ress upon people that the vorM le oonAtftntly tumin^^
from one oodt of life ana tho\A&;ht to ly^other* Vmt tmt0 indeedt
realise the e^^ot Import of that almple word ^cht^^^^ Even a
jiLnlor hig^ aohool pupil will adiait hesitantly that Columbia
did oome to a primeval land^ but it is difficult for an? yovn^
history atudent to realise that mm liired in the aame locality
aa he does at the prea@nt| end that while they were olothed» fed«
and housed differently^ and disoouraed or thoii<ght in the li^t
of their timeat they were nc3»e the leas actin^^ Just aa most
modem individuals would aot under the aaoyo olroumatanoee*
TtM peat isuat be real* Past and present oaonot be inter*
ihttiged but iaacination oan be tixruat into the past and life
there oan be viewed with the aympattiy neoessary to under®tand«*
Ing*
All history is not found in books* Evldenoerof it are
seen in everyday life| evidences that show olearly our depmidsnoe
on the past* Hitler's mareh to the East thrust the Gerauua
Kiatur of 1914 end the vilified Versailles Treaty to the fore*
The httamin^ factory links the woiices* to the Industrial Hevolu*
tion| the public school child sit® at his desk only because
aim have worked snd planned and studied that he mi^iht have the
right to be there# The reality of pres^at day history rsjust be
followed into the psstf and the past smst be linked with the
preesnt and projected into the future*
Reality often is in conflict with the idealf but that
dOM not exclude an appreciation of tiie ideals of all tiisea*
For just as the primeval forest gave way to farms end villagea
Ic
and cities and nations; just so have the ideals of the past
grown from the right to live, to the right to freedom and equal-
ity for a few, to the right to freedom and respect for all. If
young people can know how closely ideals were approximated in the
past, they can perhaps gauge how closely their own
ideals can be approximated in present day life»
Teachers must also endeavor to impart a sense of time space
Time sense in most pupils and even in adtilts is not clearly con->
ceived. Yesterday is easily comprehended by all; last week be'*
comes vaguer to many; one hundred years ago is nearly as in*
definite as twenty-five hundred years ago to the uninitiated.
Time does not really change; it develops* The life that we
have today is superficially different from the life of a hundred
years ago; but actually it is the outgrowth of tiiose earlier days
just as the man is the outgrowth of the child* Today is impos-
sible without the foundation laid in the past*
TliE INSTITUTIONS OF AMEKIGAN SOCIETY
History teaches change, but more than that it teaches per-
manency. The American Constitution, American political and
social institutions, and many American traditions have weathered
the storms of change giving to the nation a definite form and
purpose.
Political science has long remained ihe unknown or misunder-
stood quantity in popular conceptions of government* The superficial
(1) Henry Johnson, Teaching of Histoiy, pp. 47-48
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maiks of government are easily recognized, the policeman on the
street, the governor «iio greets official visitors at the state
house, the income tax demands, and any of the other innumerable
foRas that meet the citizen in the ooxsrse of his daily duties.
The fundamentals of th© national Constitution are quite another
story, and are little understood today by ^John Q« Fublic*.
The Constitutlcai was drafted in principle and in fact in the
sunaner of 1787 by a group of statesmen who were chosen by the
people for the task* The Constitution may be changed as need
requires, but only under the conditions outlined in the original
draft. In 1787 the needs of the individual states were apparent
to the framers and formed the basis of their work, but the needs
of the states hAve changed from year to year and so have the in-
terpretations of the powers set forth in the Constitution changed
to fit the needs of the times. Therefore, the solution for the
needs and problems of today must be recognized by the spirit of
the Constitution and the collective will of the American people.
Quite obviously the structure, functions, and perdur-
ance of a ^ovensnont depend upon certain conditions in
its environing society; upon its coercive powers and
instruments J upon an economic system capable of sup-
plying the wealth to support the govemmenti upon a
certain degree of loyalty to it amoni^ the people or large
classes of 1±ie people; upon psychological willingness to
abide by the decisions of {^overamont rather than to re»
sist them by violence; in short, upon discipline, upon
social control, a measure of civilization. Accordingly,
it is unreal to separate government from society and
treat it as if it were somethin^^ entirely apart from
society.
(1) Charles A. Beard, A Charter for the Social Studies
p. 75.
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After the establiahmcmt of government has been (ietermined
satisfactorily fcr the high school pupil, attention should b©
turned to the functions of goveitiment* Her© the pupil ssiust be
presented with the widely divergent schools of thought dealing
with the duties and the rights of government* Is the old
laisses-faire adage correct that the best government is Uie
least govemment? Or must government prowl deeply into the
slightest detail of individual life and businesst i*upils must
be trained to coas^are the advantages and disadvantages of their
government in comparison with other govemaentsi they mast be
ready with praise of tlieir own and be constantly on the lookout
for its bettement» The trends of governm^t sliould be closely
watched by young people because they must help solve in a very
short time many of the problems that are still in their infanoyi
such as;*
How shall we maintain a good balance between national con-
trol and state responsibility? Why is the question an important
one?
What do we m«an by lobbying? Is this a satisfactory method
of bringing pressure to bear upon government?
What is the actual power possessed by the president? By
Congressmen? How does out system of checks and balances affect
such power?
I!hese questions constitute only a very few of the most
(1) Charles E* Merriam, Civic Education in the United
States, pp. 4*5.

pertinent ones as related to our historical study of government
Suffice to •ay that even here, in what we have been wont to look
upon as the most static of American institutions^ we must train
our young people to watch for conservative change and steady
progress that the worthless may be quietly discarded for tiie
worthwhile in the American system of government*
In theory our system of justice is good and has served the
nation well. However, it is well to remaaber tlxat American
jurisprud®ace was devised to serve a rural nation and has not
advanced with the progress of the country from a frontier to an
industrial nation. With the concentration of large numbers of
people in cities, statutory crimes, (offenses against public
health and safety) have increased from both wilful negligence
and ignorance of the law.^ Teachers can show tiie original
aims and purposes of constitutional law, but no secondary school
study of American law is complete without serious consideration
of the sharp criticisms of such great statesm^ end barristers
as Elihu Root and Chai'les Evans Hughes. 2bung people should b©
encouraged to give time and thought to this pr-oblem. They
should be inspired with th« alms and purposes of justice; then
they should examine the American system superficially, but none
the less understandingly, to detersiine how these alms are being
carried out and in what way they fall; finally they should be able
to substitute tentative plans for tiie correction of abuses and
(1) Ibid. pp. 122-124
(2) Charles A. Beard, Nature of the Social Sciences, pp.l50--151.

the constonmatlon of the original ideals of the law*
THE MEANING OP DEMOCRACY
Doubtless it is due mainly to Christianity with its insis-
tence on the ingportanoe of the human soul that the idea of demo-
cracy came to be stressed in modern times. Naturally, if a man
is equal with his fellow men before an all-understanding god^
then he must be equal on earth witii his fellow men* "This has
given rise to the firm belief tiiat a mm is an individual of
considerable worth. He should not be subject to the control of
an individual or of a group except as such control will advance
either himself or his group* Ixi America democracy is popularly
expressed in the phrase, "the right to life, liberty, and the
purs\iit of happiness"*
No doubt it is true" that the American people ar© committed
to the democratic way of life", but it is likewise true that they
have not yet attained a true democracy*^ %ere are many reasons
for the disparity between the ideals of democracy and the ful*
fillm^t of those ideals* Custom, limitations of nature. In-
telligence, racial, social and economic differences, all have
great influence in creating inequalities among men* Many
social barriers to complete democracy can be wiped out* Such
vital social problems as, prohibition of legal intermarriage
between black and white (which still exists in many states),
immigration, property holding, and compulsory education should
(1) John L* Childs, A preface to a New Philosophy of Edu-
cation, Social Change and Education, 1935 Yearbook,
Department of Superintendents, p* 115
«
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be considered by high achool pupils. Industrial democracy
presents the greatest number, perhaps, of \jnsettled problems;
aropid economic development, mechanization of industry, increase
of population, better living standards, over-consumption of natu*-
al resources, these and many other forces bewilder the world today
with their apparent lack of solution. I^e ideal of communism has
been the common ownership of all property for the use and progress
of mankind. Socialism likewise advocates possession of goods and
resources by the state. Ttie corporate state, in opposition to a
classless society, recognizes tiie place of each occupation and
industry in the state and the importance and interdependence of
the vario\3S classes in making up the state. Democracy must main*
tain the forms of government with proper power and prestige so
as to obtain a just government for all; it will allow equal
progress in social, economic, and scientific life in order to
tecure for all the advanta^^es accruing to good Indiis trial manage-
ment, honest financial procedures, agricultural development, and
the advancement of labor; it will never permit liberty, justice,
or the good of mankind as a iidiole to be stifled or aborted. A
pupil »s concept of democracy will greatly Influence his future
ideals of what he may expect from government, and It will also
Influence his own individual attitude toward the demands of
government. History pupils will do well to study carefully the
genesis and evolution of democratic ideals in America and trace
the changes in actual living effected primarily because of a
better general perception of human rights*
• I'
THE FUNCTIONS 0? INDUSTRIALISM
In colonial times a fai^n^: family was very nearly econ-
omically self- 311stalninii;; but with the advance of the Industrial
Revolution in America, household industries advanced to the
factory and mill; the rural homes became the producers of raw
materials only* Local self-reliance became increasingly dif-
ficult, for now the individual fomd hiraself more closely
IXDund by the economic needs of the nation and more intimately
affected by the vagaries of a far-distant market-place.
The rise of factory industry, however, should
not be regarded as an alien force descending upon
the rural household from the outside* In a very
genuine sense manufacture is the child of agricul-
ture; the city is the offspring of the coimbry;
and the factory workers are the children of hus-
bandmen. Moreover, when farmers* daughters migrated
to the textile mills of Massachusetts in the first
part of the nineteenth century, ttiej merely con-
tinued to do under altered circumstances and in a
more highly specialised way what their mothers and
grandmothers iiad done before them.*
Vifitii,the growth of the factory came the g3?owth of specialisation
in production.
Along with specialization has gone an extension
of the market for each commodity produced; an exten-
sion of the market has made possible large-scale
production; and large-scale production Ims stimulated
the standardization and mechanization of Uxe processes
of manufacture. Industry, by placing machines of
ever-increasing, power at t^e disposal of agriculture,
has released in corresponding, proportion ^reat numbers
of the population from the raising of food and raw
materials and shifted tkiom to other departments of the
economy, there to produce innumerable goods and ser-
vices unknomi a few generations ago*
(1) George S# Counts, The Social Foundations of Education
p, 133
(2) Ibid, p. 134,

Today men tend to produce goods for sale otiier than for usej
markets are no longer local, but state-wide, national, and in-
temetlonal in scope. Industry, agriculture, and service
occupations are interchangeably bound in a continuous exchange.
Capital has subsidized industry, invention, labor, and individ-
ualism, even some forms of collectivism. Indeed, capital has
threatened to become more powerful ttuem =iOvemment.
Only too often is private business concerned with profitj
producing for profit; selling for profit; employing labor at
lowest possible wages so as to maintain a larger miargin of
profit. Social reactions have not as yet entirely succeeded
in replacing ethical or legal compulsions upon business for the
profit motive.^ Because machines are cheaper to maintain thim
men, indaiatry has become rapidly mechanized but the leaders of
industry frequently forget that while machines can produce many
times the output of one man, they cannot consume a fraction of the
goods of any individual worfcer. As a result, factories in the
pre-defenae days stood idle and millions were unemployed. The New
Deal has. not in itself succeeded in making any permanent reforms for the
...operation of the private business system, and the
efficient administration of industry for human use,
apparently signify two conflicting social procedures.
With the growth of domestic and foreign markets, labor
unions increased in size, strength, and prerogatives. The
profit motive of indiustry forced labor to solidify and seek
protection of its interests by developing strength within its
(1) John L. Childs, A Preface to a New Philosophy of
Education, pp. 126-135.
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ranks* This division caused many problema to arise, such as^
disputes on tariff policy, labor disorders, end wide divergen-
cies on economic policy*
Neither the Aaei lean farmer nor the American work*
man has been a radical as that term is widerstood in
Europe. Indeed, as v/e look back at the issues for which
they fought at various times in the second half of the
nineteenth century, we see that for the most part they
were essentially conservative. The terror aroiised among
the larger capitalists and by them transmitted to the
smaller business men seems difficult to understand if
it was genuine, V/hat the lerger capitalist feared, in
fact, was the loss of one iota of his steadily in-
creasing, control over ^^ovemment and the means of piling
up colossal wealth. Hie contest was not at all one be-
tween capitalists and socialists or coiisiiunlsts, but be-
tween classes, both of whom were firmly coimriitted to a
belief in capitalism. It was betv/een the big man and
the little man, the {^rasper after excessive wealth and
power and the mfm wiio demanded merely opporturdty to
make his livin^j and live his life.l
^e late nineteenth and the early twentieth centui*iej»
saw the establishment of labor's right to a decent and jtist wage
for services rendered. V-/ith the advent of depressions, labor
has beaa voicing its demand to the right to work, '//hile the
justice of this plea is generally accepted, the means of ac-
ceding to It have not yet been clearly defined by either
government or industry. Labor history will doiibtless record
many attempts and many failures before a successful solution is
eventually worked out by govemm<mt. Industry and labor.
Government intervention of some degree has always been a
foregone conclusion in industry; but it has been welcomed only
^ea Industry has reached an irapasse usually brou^t on by its
(1) James Truslow Adams, The Epic of America, p. 320,

desire for more profits or by labor difficult les*-^ In the early
nineteenth century, intervention most frequently took the form
of currency legislation, protective tariffs, and road, river, and
harbor improveaents. After the Civil War came the great indus-
trial expansion of the country, and with it greater govenunent
intervention* Cutthroat competition among the railroads finally
led to the fomation of the Interstate Commerce Commission in
1887 which, because of its undoubted service to both the rail-
roads and the public, is in active operation todayi^ Government
intervention in the interests of the consumer have followed
two theories:^ 1* competition will do most to foster honesty
in selling; 2« government nrust ^rant supervisory powers of ad-
ministration to oversee industrial and trade activity* The
Sherman Anti-Trust Law expressed most completely the opinion
of government that monopolies were not to control any part of
industry or its prices. However, the public is becoming in-
creaalngly dissatisfied with the protection that is wrung from
the halls of Congress, and through consumers' cooperatives, the
press, radio, and other agencies, is making insistent demands for
greater protection and consequently, greater interference by
government in Industry
•
In protecting the money Interests of the public, the
government has been thorough, for here all classes can be af#
fee ted equally urxder inadequate lawsj end today the federal
(1) George Counts, Social Foundations of Education,
pp. 421-455
(2) Ibid. pp. 424-425, pp. 429-432
•
government giiards the depositor end the note holder with fairly
strict laws* The plea is often mad© that "interrer^ince" by th«
government hampers business and banking; but it is to be noted
that where more security is offered the investor, the greater is
his inclination to trust hie money to bankers and brokers.
Thia rise of the national unity in economy, how-
ever, does not mean tiriat character, enterprise, and a
hi^h sense of responsibility In individuals and
farailies and conanunltles has ceased to be a fundamental
requisite in the ordering, the advancement and the
enrichment of life in America. Individual, family,
and comrnimity vitality must accoxripany the process of
socialization if tlie great society is to continue and
to make possible the enlargement and the refinement of
life.l
'iliere are many schools of economic tholight; and each one
is honestly descriptive of certain facts and processes, and yet
each one contains definite theories that are merely conducive of
class bias* The laissez-faire principle teaches that business
in private hands is fundamentally sound; and although severe
depressions do arise, they will automatically readjust themselves
in the regular cycle of business enterprise. Collectiviet econ-*
omy teaches that planning must take the place of competition; and
tiiat only workers are worthy to be included in a society tiiat
exalts no man for either intrinsic or ulterior worth* The in-
terventionist state «id©avors to promote private business while
enforcing proper protection of lalx>r and a more equitable dis-
tribution of wealth* Planning and contix>l are also an important
feature of the interventionist state, for while private business
is encoi3?aged, it is not allowed to over-produce or upset -che
(1) Ibid* p* 455*
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national economy* '^ere ar e^ then, these three schools of econ-
omic thought with which the history pupil should be acquainted.
He, as well as his teacher, must realize the jood and the had
Inherent In each; he must know to what extent their principles
have been carried out, either here or abroad, and what has been
their worth to the greatest nimiber of people* Undoubtedly the
teacher will have his own theories of the extent to which
government should in re,.,ula-blno the economy of the nation,
but the teacher will not plead for his own mode of thou^^t, but
will lead his pupils to demand as the i ioduct of their own reason-
ing that America sliall actively enforce the theories of a
democratic economy*
PLAGE OF UHE NATION IN WORLD RELATIONSHIPS
The United States has long er^eavored to follov; the advice
of its first president to show "Friendship for ell^ entangling
alliances with none". This netlon had so many problems of
democracy and economy and brand new political theory to work
out Idaat it had no time for the problasis of the old Y/orld» Amer-
lea was a new nation and moved steadily westward carrylnt, with
its expansion its ideals, its theories, and its errors. There
were no ^reat reverberations in Europe as the red man waa slowly
pushed back, or as huge new tei^^itoi-'ios vsere calmly added by
purchase or by petty wars.^ At last the end of the frontier was
reached* The United States began to expand within the boundaries
(1) Eugene F, Young, Is This Our Destiny? Condensed from
"Powerful America" in the April, 1936 Header's Digest
pp. 64-65
•
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of the n&tlon* Huin Eox^pe beoeae eml^roiXed In & terrific <son»
fXict that W9l» o^on to oagulf all the mtltms ot the world
«ith«r throu^i actu&X pertioipatlon or throu^^h tb© ec9«omlo
effects of neutr&litjt tills nation b@eai&i& Involved &t first cmXf
through wx ine«8fiAnt €«mend for its goodt end its mn^jt md ttxm
at last in tJio oonTXict Itself*
Jbierleft vrns mustly obfinged thta aotioei for tb» isuta^
^on in practice naturftlly led to greater isutaticai In thox^ght
planniQ^ for tho future*
Jertsed out of ov3r isoXfttion into intm^lve
worXdi politioa» we were unprepared to deal witlx tixe
European isastera of intrigue* For oora then five
fmrm after the war the apeot&ele was preaente of the
aoat powerful nation on earth dealing wltti «orld af«-
fairs throi:^^ "tmoffielal observer3** ¥?ho }mn^ aromd
the outer fringe of tli© League of Matlonsn profferiog
advice but nevar axertin^^ authority**
ineriea lies betwasn tm oeeana and hae be«n almost m«>
aaaailable from an attack that could siooeassfully \i^€n her«
AiMriea's atren(^th« however, has been used tsen^ timea since
the World Var to pi'Oteot nations in needf as for eaun^I©* the
raoognitioQ of Soviet Huaeia oame at the miQeoient i^en «Fapan was
preparing a iaax»ch on Vladlvostocki twice in 1981 sinply by dip*
lonaatio pressure we suocaeded In preventiin^ Japan from takin(^
advantai^e In the IPaclfio and^ of co^ae« our InflueitLce imr^ in
the western hosiaphere le reoo^iaed by the Monroe Doctrine and
by Fan*^8}ertoan conferenoes*^ M^riea and Great Britain are the
laat powerful nations atill to be ruled with de^oratlc principles;
U) Ibid* p« 64
(S) Xbid« pp« BM9
^1
w« hiiV0 omoaon eomei^clal^ eeonomio^ and aoclaX lnter68te| iixid
b«cauiia of these oonsimi intorests we o«n eaalXy effect tftcit
ftlliancee from our Interooiaminity of spirit th«t wlXX do mueh
to protect ttie iBiLterlQl end Ide&Xlstie purpoae« of is&erloen
democrecy*
Eugene «r# ISoung In his book# *'Poverful America** « ealle upon
this country to do police duty In the world In 03:>der that Wtt
May prevent both little end greet o&taetropiie&#
Spoiled i^rloens would fsr rather continue com**
fortebly to let others attend to the dleordere of the
world while they garner in henefIte^ ^Mit let no ^erloen
deoeive hlsiselT* Tliat time la 0me« If we have not
learned aufflol«:itly frora our ^>'orld v«ar loss of tm or
fifteen billions of treasure* from our great depression
brought <m by our refusal to face worla facta prectleallyt
then destiny has other hard lessons for us« But if we do
take up the responsibilities that have been prepared for
uat then there Is a ood chance that we will reap great
beneflta for ourselves and pass thmm <m to others*!
^ eontinue the plea of those who wotild 6& away with Amerl«»
oa's "splendid Isolation* It is well to consider that teerlca
has already gained o.peri©nee In •police duty** aaionjt, tlui ne;;ion8
to the south* Certainly police duty In the Caribbean and In the
Aaiericae has hsd Its disadvantages! but It has also had Its ad*
vantages as measured in dollars «nd eetitsg United States are
the creditors of the soitlre world* and repudiation of debt doea
not^ajod «amot* wipe out of existence that saasie debt* Hot only
is Aiaeriea a oreditor* but it buys and sells in stvipendous quan*
titles all over t^e world* Can any<me deny the position of the
banker in a comiij^tyf Of the merchant or the Industrialist?
TSUb country ooablnes the prestige of all three in the oommmlt^
(1) Ibid* p* 71*
it
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of nations and its desires and influence will react as power-
fully among the nations as the desires and influence of capital-
ists in a factory town*
There is still a large and powerful element in the
United States tiiat oppose the entanglements of world ti»ade,
reciprocal treaties, and the likej urging that in their stead high
protective tariffs shall prevail. "Splendid isolation" has always
had a large and eager following among the citizens of this
country, and certainly it demands a respectful hearing today.
Both theories and their implications must he presented to
the pupilsj and here once more the opinions of the teacher must
be submerged in favor of encouraging individual thought on what
is still a controversial topic of government.
SPECIFIC ATTITUDES TO BE DEVEL0PED
Have American democratic principlea and popular government
given to the nation the progress and achievement that should be
expected?
It is frequently well to stop in the classroom to check over
the civic accomplishments of the body politic.
WHOLESOME APPRECIATIOH 0? SOCIAL ACCOMPLISHMENTS
Aaerican civilization has attempted to keep four aspects
of life well to the forej that is, tiie political, the economic,
the social, and tlie ethical. Undoubtedly one or the other of
these has been forgotten from time to timej particiilarly have
the social and the ethical been allowed to sufferj but in the
national efforts to promote liberty, justice, end the general
t
welfare liiere has been a persistent return to these rimdamental
precepts.
Americans have long been proud of their efforts to main-
tain liberty* The edvication of children for the sole purpose of
promoting the will of the state or the will of the masses has
been abhorred. The individual is and has been the dominant
fi-;ure in our civilization. An understanding of the rights and
prerogatives of each human being within the boundaries of the
nation shows that the lot of man can be Improved by taking thoiitihtf
Slavery has been abolished. Although fragments of the
social evils of slavery are still existent in this country today,
social pressure, exerted mainly because of popular conceptions
of liberty, will gradually eliminate this sore spot in American
life.
It may truly be said that Americans are anxious to be at
peace with their neighbors. While this country Has being settled,
the colonists were in a constant warfare with the Indian abori-
gines j European repercussions of trouble were frequently felt, as
in the capture of trading; vessels, in the French and Indian ?/ars,
and in other difficulties. As a result, progress in the colonies
was often retarded by war, and the colonists developed a just
resentment against interference that resulted in a resort to
arms* Althoi^gh each generation in this country has seen or
felt the effects of war, there has grown steadily a hesitancy
and an unwillingness to enter wer.^ The longest unprotected
(1) Charles A. Beard, Nature of Social Sciences, pp. 152-153.
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border in the world lies between 1±ie United Stete« and Canada^
the Philippines have the privilege of independence if they wish
it; and certainly the refvjsal of the United States at the close
of the World War to accept reparations from the defeated nations
•hould redOTind to their credit. Political, economic, or social
convenience might easily be attributed to American generosity in
any of the above cases, but a nation is progressing when it
aees the political, economic, and social comvenience of steering
clear of war.
Perhaps the American ideal of democracy is to have a com-
munity where all men are respected simply because they are men;
i^ere a man*s intrinsic v/or.th is determined by his innate con-
tributions to his fellows; where each and every Individual can
pull hjjaself onto the higjiest planes of human endeavor simply by
the force of his own strength of character and will-power; and
where men woric for the joy of the labor and not for material
gains* As a matter of actual fact, " our society is based on
principles of competition and conflict" ."^ Andrew Jackson,
Andrew Johnson, Abraham Lincoln, Charles Schwab, Andrew Car**
negie, Henry Pord, and hundreds of other noted men rose"from the
ranks" of coaaraoners to be great and powerful men, but surely
none can deny that they rose throu^ competition and conflict,
besting their enanies and approaching battle eagerly. -But in
the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries men rose to power
(1) John L. Childs, A Preface to a New Philosophy of Edu-
cation, from Social Change and Education, 1936 Year-
book, Department of Superintendence, p. 132.
'4f I
thPOTigh their own abilities and the virtues of "rugi^ed individ-
ualism" whereas tae twentieth century is giving way rather wist»
fully to the acknowled^«nent that
In any society those who have the property also
have a disproportionate share of the power «!
At this point ou? national tradition makes it dif-
ficult for us to gain an understanding of the actual
social situation. We have been trained to the idea
that W3 live in a classless democratic society. It has
been constantly stressed that in the Xfeiited States all
groups have an essential identity of interest. But
contrary to our theory, modem Industrialism has divided
society into genuine economic classes. ... An actual
oligarchy of wealth In the United States is today a
primary social fact capable of statement in reasonably
precise figures. Social realism demands that we accept
it for what it is.
2
It is perhaps too soon to state exactly what will be the
outcome of economic classes in the nation, but the philosophy
of "inagged individualism" has left Its imprint on tiie national
consciousness. Many people still believe in the possible eleva-
tion of the "common man". Better working hours and better work-
ing conditions have been slowly foisted upon all industry. The
nation *s unwillingness to adopt the Child Labor Amen<3ment did not
prevent the forcin^^ of industrial protection for children under
the now-defunct NRA and tiie recently passed ?/ag6s and Hoiira Bill.
President Hoover in 1930 called the "White House Conference on
Child Health and Protection" and from that Conference came the
(1) Ibid. p. 134.
(2) Ibid. pp. 134-135
•
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faraed "Children's Charter"^, which laid do«n ideal standards of
living and of education for children and therefoi© for adulte.
Industrial enslav^aent of children and the industrial en?*
slavement of women are looked upon with almost equal horror^
Women have been gradually freed f3?om social entanglements and are
now accepted in sieny places in the business world* With the ac*-
quisition of the suffrage iias come greater freedom in all walks
of life until it seesis as though time will remove all unnecessary
barriers to the full enjoyment of liviaag by women*
Pull freedom of iiimiigration into the United States as late
as the early twentieth century left indelible marks on American
culture*2 "Americanization" laid a foundation of good will and
appreciation of American life by the newcomers; but Americaniza-
tion did not attea^t to i<ipe out the homeland culture of new**
comers 9 but rather to bring it into sympathy with Hew World ex»
periance. Thus was maintained a closer "spiritual relationship**®
betwean the old and new communities*
The government of the United States is based on the par«
ticipation of the individual citizen in its management and
direction* Prom taking an active part in tlie Hew England town
meeting to the election of the president, the duty of the citlsen
is clear-cut and definite, for republican and democratic institutions
(1) Addresses and Abstracts of Committee Reports* The
Children's Charter, pp» 46-48*
(2) Ljmmi Bryson, Recent Social Trends, from Social
Change and Education, p* 55*
(3) Ibid* p. 55
1I
will not funotion to the fullest extent without the active per«»
tiolpatloo of every thinking voter* Hepresentetive govermtent^
the right to vote»ae well as the dut^r to vote« the right to
hold office, are all clearly the outgrowth of daaocratlc prln*
ciplesf hut title perty primary^ the referendmt and the reeall
ere further aieans of control and oheok by wlxioh power end govern^
aent are put into the liands of the electorate* Ttm two*»party
syetos is en almost distinctly American institution by which
nati^al policies era detemined ana oai^riec into effect* ^e
frequeit euggeetions and efforts to stress a third and a fourth
party have always failed for as the platforms of these minor par«
ties have eontainou valuable policies for t^iS nation^ these
policies bAve been adopted and incorporated into the platfontts
of the major parties| ©nd from platform policies they have been
transcribed into the laws of the nation* Hany of these jainor
pai*ty pleas have taken up the protection of the worker through un»
aaploynsEit and old-age pensions | accident insurancet forty hoi^
weekt dhild labor, minimum wage scales, aM many other forms of
social and industrial assistance In bot^ ^e state and t^ie nation*
FrequsKitly it Is private enterpirise and private ftgsineie«
that effeot ^oial refome throughout the nation such as the
quondas prohibiticm mumadmmit, protectl<m of wild life, oon^
servation of natui^l resources, slum reiaoval, beautification of
park and roadsides* Just tx> list a few of the reforms effected
gives me pataie for thoii^t* Educational opportunities have la*
ereased from the fox^e of social and economie pressizre rather
than frosi govemmental demands* A new interest in national
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planning for the good of the nation and of individuals iB gaining
daily prominence. The importance of recreation is stressed. The
demand for greater protection of htimen health resulted in m©
passage of the new, if not perfect. Pood and Drugs Act; and the de-
mand for greater protection of investments resulted in the passaj^e of the
Federal Securities Act# The desire to conserve national resources and
to provide for unemployed youths was given joint consideration in
the formation of the Civilian Conservation Corps*
Social reforms accompany social movements. Centralization
in cities has been steadily advancinj^ since the disappearance of
the American frontier, but with the advent of depression, govern-
ment-fostered decentralization has been encoi^raged.
Mass production has almost of itself brought higher stand**
ards of living; for the products of the machine age, produced in
tremendous quantities, heve forced open markets in every seal©
of social life in order that the goods might be consumed and
profits realized.
Centralization in £;,ovemment is becoming more and more an
accepted fact due mainly to the agL;,randi20ment in public opinion
of the fujictions of good government and a "larger use of social-
ized waalth"^. For example, the federal government has under-
taken such projects as the Tennessee Valley Authority, the Re-
construction Finance Corporation, and the Federal Housing Corpora-
tion, to check the costs and the profits of similar private
ooiJporatlons and at the eame time to provide needed assistance
(1) Ibid. p. 59
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to large or small groups that eould not b© aided by private means*
J-ust as tsovtjrnment has expanded In business, polltioal,
and economic control, so has it expended in social control. Ever
since the early days of tiie Republic the right to life, liberty,
and the pursuit of happiness has gone unchallenged. But with
the c<»ning of depressions, the loss of work, and scarcity in the
midst of abundance, has grown the conviction that men and women
idio have the will to work also have the right to work to earn
their daily bread. This conviction has brought about the passage
of our Social Security Act in which the national government by
means of financial aid encourages the states to provide old age
pensions, retirement pensions, and imeiaployment lnsur*anee.
It is a safe conclusion that laws and reforms are within
the control of the electorate requiring only time, interest, and
vigorous effort to effect needed change^
WHOLESOME APPRECIATIOU OF OUR LEADERS
America was founded by men of thought and vision who have
handed on many of the motives and ideals that actuated their
plans for the country. Many of the settlers who first came to
the New World were imbued with a spirit of adventure, of Justice,
or of desire for a new order and correction of old abuses. A
wilderness had to be conquered and settled| laws had to be made
to fit in a new llfej courage and justice were needed to carry on
in a world that knew no law but that of ruthless depredation and
the survival of the fittest* Statesmm came from the backwoods
to pit their keenness against the greatest diplomats of the world
and won many a vietoiy with their "shirtsleeves diplomacy" that

knew little of the rules of mediation and negotiation as prac-
ticec in the courts of Europe* 2iey laade endiirin^ laws for their
own nation and established hy tlieir prudence and sa^^acity last-
ing modes of thought and conduct for the leaders who would at-
tempt to carry on as the nation grew in size and power. American
soldiers gave protection when it was most needed \sdiether on the
frontier or on the plains of Flanders; and the nation claims as
its warriors those who fought with ideals and love of their
native land whether under the Stars and Stripes of the Union or
under the Stars and Bars of the Confederacy. Praise and honor,
certainly, are the meed for the makers and builders and pro-
tectors of the nation, but equal due should be given the inventor
and refomer, for it is their task to make life more pleasant for
the everyday citizen. Ihe inventor has frequently worked with
toil and effort fully as great as that of any soldier, and many
have pushed mankind far along the road to true democracy by
making available to all, rich and poor alike, the necessities end
many of the conveniences of life. The reformer, on the other
faaod, has attempted to effect a greater distribution of this
world's goods, comforts, and conveniences among the people of all
classesi nor has he worked with glory or with sympathy even from
those i&iom he would help. Great indiistrialists, capitalists,
philanthropists, and others have done their best for America,
and the story of their lives form many an exciting chapter or
book that may be read with immense profit and pleasure by the
average high school student of history*
Just what is meant by "a wholesome appreciation of national
I
leaders^ Shall teachers treat the national leaders like god«
rafeier than men? Or ehall they go to the other extreirie and show
them as bein^;, like the gods of Greece and Rome, great in virtue
and great in vice? If boys and girls are to acquire an ability
to judge their leaders in order to choose them properly at the
polls, they must know what quali-cles and what qualifications to
look for in each individual • The first thing to recognizse in any
person is the fact that he is a human being subject to the same
influences that govern all men* If the failings of great his-»
torical characters are discussed, they must be considered in the
light of the age in which they lived* Many teachers and histori-
ans condemn the cruel Spaniards for enslaving the Indians and
forcing them to work the rich mines of Mexico and Peru for the
benefit of their masters; but they mildly exclude discussion
of the fact that the English killed the natives and usually
stole their land* Some teachers, considering ti:iemselves'*e»w
lightened", will emphasize the wrongs contrjitted by the early
settlers, and will neglect to stress the long years of experi-
ence that are slowly impressing on men the realizsation that man-
kind brings progress for the individual only by bringing progress
to all*
•Americans are slowly coming to d^and integrity from their
leaders* A politician today can be closely watched; end althou^
it is perfectly ethical to agree that he is ruiining for office to
benefit himself, still the general populace should be considered
in the effective performance of his tasks* Radios, newspapers,
keen political observers, and free access to information of all
types are of assistance in the task of following the office
1
boX<l«r and in detexvalinlng whether ov not im i» ^^rf^mln^ Ma
<lutl#a aa well aa el^tilil be expeeted* frop^r Quellfieati«»n» for
the tmak are a iritel nae«aalt3r tiaia 4ay of Bpeolali ratios} In
all fenaa or work, m:id the poiitieiati iMit t>e no ©xoeptioni Jtor
tiM mm ^iould b^iiia up taie officei the ^jfflee not htilld
up the ]Bitii# A j^roai^eroua bualneas msai wee repr0aebed tm^
daring hiBaeXf la tmfor ojf the ©X^etl<m of a Botariaus oharacfeer
itoo waa running tor sa&yor of his town* *Wellt** deolared the
hualnesa man mildly, **Mr« B# hsa proired htsaelf a failwe as a
aoxif aa a huahandt as a father # ae a bualriesa mxi^ and ae a
oitlaajit but I aimll wte for him Juafc the ses^ In the hope t^t
being mayor of this city will make a man of hisp«**
Every oeoadldate ahoiild be able to make an ejEpositi^m of
the needa of the office he deslre«f present plane for the furtJi«r»
anoe of his work, and prove to the »atlafaeti<m of the people
that be la ai^ply qualified for the ta«^# By deireloplng a h«bit
of erlticlsja in J-odglng all isoiild^be leeder8# irotere will do a
gapeat deal toward avoiding the pitfalia of d#w»gofuery and pfi»*
paganda that have dmie so tm&h to hinder the ideh end f\ill devel#
opaent of Amerioasi demooracy*
4TJS'HCE FOE Mih mifmm mu mmom^
Who la an isierlosaat Wmxm oan he be found? Is ttmt
nan on ^e atreett Is he a Folet A Oermant &igliateant Wha^
la he doing in this land? Baa he dsme mythins for ^laerlca that
Should jiistify his r^aalniais <^ ^iorioaa »oil# partaking of
<1) This aatir© section Is based upon notes ti^cen in ^Sehool
m& Society" a oOurae conducted at the School of Eduea*
ti^, Boaton University, by l*rof» ^ohn I^Rhoney*
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American privileges, working and living in America, perhaps work*
ing and living for America?
Before graduating fi^om high school every hoy and girl
should know the contributions of all outstanding peoples and races
in America, both in the past end in the present* Materials in
race relations will permit pupils to know peoples better, to un-
derstand them because they see life from their angle* Race
problems in America are frequently locsl rather than national.
For example the Japanese problem is left by the East to California,
but if ever serious trouble arose between tha United States and
Japan, the cause might easily be traced back to the lack of sym-
pathy and understanding enger-dered by the local difficulty in
the Par West.
Americans have been prone to stress what they feel is their
own superiority or the superiority of the v^ite rase, or even
the superiority of particular nations or groups 7;ithln the white
race. Common sense and science recognize tliat there ar-: super-
ior as well as inferior groups within every race* The insistence
of racial groups in retaining their national customs and languages
In the Net/ Viorld cannot be attributed to lack of intelligent sym-
pathy with American progress and ideals, but simply a loyal
clinging to the old because of love and familiarity. Instead of
oondeianation for this desire to keep to the old loyalties, Ameri-
cans should welcome any evid^^ce that will show that these people
will not vacillate in their allo^iance as freely as do those who
adapt themselves too readily to change*
Teachers only too often are preachers* They present ft

synthesis of many Important facts Insteftd. of showing how those
facts came to be* Outwardly tiicy deplore prejudice in ©very
form, "but tJiey do little in the classroom to show how prejudices
arise or how they may be corrected* Prejudice, once learned or
acquired, is an emotional reaction based upon scant knowledge of
the time situation* A child in the fifth grade recently expressed
a stron.^ dislike of Chinamen. Asked why she felt so, she an-
swered, "Because I can't understand what they say when they talk
to me*" So it is with most people; not understanding they s.iow
hatred and mistrust*
The Puritans of America have had, perhaps, more of their
share of extreme condemnation and extreme approval than most
other pioneer groups* On t:ieir arrival in this country they
immediately placed political and social restriction on all ttioso
who did not join the Puritan church* But in coming to America
they had been motivated by economic as well as religious needs,
and had fomed a company to defray their expenses to the New
World. Can they tiien be oriticized for wishing to keep the
profits and the management of their enterprise in their own hands
for as long as possible? Religious freedom did enter into
the picture of pioneering;:, but not to the extent of economic or
social motives* Naturally those people already here were not
imbued with such an altimlstic spirit that they cocld willingly
watch newcomers to the land profit by and even exceed their
efforts in bringing civilization to the wilderness. This atti-
tude of suspicion of the stranger has persisted throiighout the
history of America j but just because men three hundred years ago
II
confused econo y and politics with religion is no reason why-
people today should continue the error#
True democracy doea not recognize any aristocracy, whether
of birtii, of intellect, of money, or of social position; nor
does it permit toleration or condescension toward any group
or individual. People wish to he respected for their true
worth and for their contributions to society; they want to have
their opinions listened to and considered whether their hearers
approve their views or not. Democracy rests upon liberty, equal*
Ity, and frateinitj* theoretically liberty is recognized as oe*-
longing to all men; and in America all men are free so long as
they do not confuse their liberty with license. Equality is
•till imperfect in practice because of the overcrowded conditions
in many courts of law and because of the prevaleaioe of prejudice
among various social groups; but tills deficiency can he rectified
with individual and collective effort* ?ratemity, however, la
not often desired among all classes of society^ Fraternity means
simply an honest desire to give your neigjibor his due. Magnanimity
of mind, heart, and haiid toward all people ere prerequisite to
true fraternalism. All race and national groups in the United
States have made definite cultural contributions to the nation;
and these contributions can become a part of the general know*
ledge of high school history students. Once endowed with the
ability to undei'stand the cultural elle^iar.ces of the various
racial groups in the nation, students (and adults) will develop
a much needed spirit of fraternity toward ell people both before
the law and in their social relationships.
1.1
SANE PATRIOTISM
The development of aene patriotiEsm la, of course, a Time*
tion of all civic educationj but American history can make a
definite contribution to the growth of this attitude."^ American
history must teach the greet principles of democracy, how these
came into being, how they have aided the expansion of a better
political order, how they influence American life and thoi^t
today, and how Americans are increasing their demands for the
further utilisation of democracy in their social and economic
order. American patriotism necessitates that every citizen
shall be thoroughly embued with the tenets of democracy and
shall endeavor to carry out in his everyday living the teach**
ings of the democratic ideal. He must do all in his power to
further democracy, to stamp out all the weaknesses of the
present order, and so to love America feiat he will not fall to
see her errors in the light of her greatness.
The true patriot iDust be willing to live as well as to
die for America; indeed, the willine;nes3 to live and live honest-
ly and intelligently for America is of greater importance than
the willingness to die. Every man is thrilled by the th0ught
of doing battle to right wrong and succor the weak; but not
every man is thrilled or even sees the need of working through
hours of monotonous drudgery that would ultimately result in
the passing, of a law to benefit tiie weaker members of society,
(1) George E. Astelle, What Shall Our Schools Teach as
Patriotism? Educational Method, November 1935, pp.
72-80.

or the beautifying of a slim, or in forcing school authorities
to permit a negro athlete of only second-rste ability to par-
ticipate in school games, or in strengthening t3ie friendships
between racial -^^roups in a city* There are many activities
that should engage the time and effort of the truly patriotic
man, but they are only too often drab and uninteresting, requir-
ing true humility of mind, thou^.ht, and action, and giving little
or no compensation save the consolation that comes from a sense
of duty that has been done because it could not be left undone.
NEED FOR TRIAL AND ERROR IN GOVERNMMT*^.
Education plans for the future # The errors of the past
are simply a guide to work out present smd future problems*
Modem political groups are becoming more complex and intricate
on the economic side; in addition they are becoming less statlo
and are increasingly dynamic* The responsibilities of these
political groups in guiding the destiny of the nation are bur-
densome | and due to the very uncertainty of their work it is
difficult for them to attain their ends with ease and dispatch*
The voting public, however, does not participate in the work
of running the ii;ovemment as conscientiously as it should, and
decidedly it is for the most part overly critical and un-
sympathetic with its leaders* On the other hand, there is
frequently to be found a small o^oup of stand-patters who
regard the pronunciwnentos of their party leaders as sospel
(1) Lyman Bryson, Recent Social Trends, pp. 53-62 and
Carroll Hill Wooddy, Recent Tendencies in Govern-
ment, pp. 79«»96 from Social Change and Education,
1935 Yearbook, Department of Superintendence, Nation-
al Educst ion Association*
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truth, and all those who are outside their party are simply
outside the pale of human consideration. Naturally, both
extremes are wrong as extremes so often are. Government needs
criticism, but it needs earnest, far-seeing, constructive
criticism that will lend sympathy to any program honestly con-
ceived end adequately planned.
Today we are entering upon a new mode of livin^i . Other
than the Golden Rule there are few I'^.ws for working out this
new life, A program adequate in 19" would fail in 1941; a
program that failed in 1921 mi^Jit be exactly what the nation
would need in 1941 • In the secondary school our future citi-
zens must be inured to the idea of cliange that will be expressed
in a spirit of adventure in solving social, economic, or political
problems; we must force a recognition of the necessity for trial
and error in order to bring about a better living together of all
peoples in all countries of the world*
SPECIFIC SKILLS TO BE DEVELOPED
It shoiild be clearly recognized that there is little
use in setting up aims and objectives - either general or
specific - unless definite and systeiiiatie plans are made
to achieve them. In the past too much stress has been
laid in the social studies -upon the teaching of facts to
the exclusion of training in reasoning; judgment, skills,
and habits, as well as the development of attitudes and
ideals,-^
Activity on the part of the pupil rather than of the teacher is
needed; and this activity should take the form of wide, independent
(1) Arthur C, Bining and David H, Dining, Teaching tho
Social Studies in the Secondary Schools, p, 51.
0
investigation and experimentation with the avowed purpose of
developini^j the ability to compare relationsiiips'- and form judg*
ments
•
Our students must have a feeling for the continu-
ity of experience and history, so that they may not ex-
pect the future to come like a rabbit from a magician's
hat. They must also appreciate novelty, the unexpected
and unique as a character of experience and history,
past, present, and future. •••In free foruin pupils must
have a wealth of experience in intellectual treatment
and consideration of every major issue and movement in
modern life. ...Democracy and intelligence are correla-
tive terms. ...Only tiiroiii^h common intelligence can
democracy pursue its purposes with hopes of success or
even perpetuate itself. -..Scientific intelli(_;ence,
generally disseminated, ...is the surest bulwark of our
democracy.^
The study of American history must also help the pupil to
develop those skills which will i^ive him "a f eelin^^, for the con-
tinuity of experience and history", an appreciation of novelty,
and the ability to participate In "free forum".
COLLI CTION 0? DATA SHOWBIG VAfdim VIEVITOINTS
No doubt it is the function of the English department to
teach the use of the library and reference materi&ls, but it is
the fmction of the social sciences to utilize this training to
the fullest extent and to add definite training in purely social
science sources and problems.
If the class has not established ood reading habits, the
task of the teacher v/ill be more difficult. However, the teacher
must expect to overcome such difficulties and in so far as the
class has developed in fundamental reading ability, the teacher
(1) George E. A:rtelle Educational Method, VJh&t Shall Our
Schools Teaoh as Patriotism?, pp. 78-80*

must ^Ive practice in the correct us© of indices, tables of
contesnts, encyclopedias and special reference books, card cata-
logues, government publications, newspaper editorials or speci-
al columns, general or trade periodicals, historical novels or
essays, and source books such as biographies, memoirs, and
special studies •^ Any high school pupil should have no fear,
on completion of his course in history, of making use of many
different contributions on any given subject^ He should be able,
moreover, to organize with increasing facility his attack and
method of procedure on the solution of any historical problem
either within or outside the classroom. Of coi^rse, if a pupil
has tiie ability to collect all necessary data to present an ac-
curate picture of a problem, he will recognize that no picture
is accurate until all sides of the problem are i^resented and
studied. Bias in any form should be shunned and the pupil should
be encoia^aged to overcome prejudices and personal inclinations in
his search for scientific ti-uth. However, he should also learn
th&t many pict\ires, true in general form today, will be untrue
or incapable of being applied in a similar situation at a later
date* Constant study of many sources should be encoia?aged so
that the ability to collect data on many sides of a question may
develop into a life-time habit, for a
...method of study v/ill remain long after most factual
knovfledge is forgotten. • • Ihe development of correct
study habits on the part of the pupils must be consid*
ersd by the teacher in the same manner as any other out-
come of teaching. ••• Sufficient drill in study methods
(1) Ibid. p. 42«

must be ^ivexip as well as a gradual reduction of the
guidance afforded the pupil as he progresses through
the co-arse. #.«If this objective is accomplished, no
matter how much or how little knowledge or Informa-
tion has been obtained from the course, a great deal
has been accomplished for the pupil.
^
ABILITY rO MALYZE MATERIALS
The ability to analyze materials is directly based on the
ability to collect and organize materials.
Tiie power of thinking and reasoning?; cannot be
trained without tlie acquisition of facts* Not only
are facts necessary for thinking and reasoning, but
they must be so organized as to form clear associa-
tions. Thus, in order to reason, a large number of
associated facts is essential.
^
In the topical outline the pupil finds an important aid
in analysis, for here he makes use of logical headings, dis-
cards irrelevant material, and emphasizes the major points used
in the context.^ Summaries in essay form demand ability to
select and orgai ize facts around the central theme, but such
types of work are difficult to correct, however, summaries when
read aloud and discussed b/ individual pupils, do offer an op-
portunity to compare and choose the most suitable.
B'requently, vrfien an author presents his conclusions on the
facts available bo him, he actually though unwittingly is giving
an incomplete or inaccurate picture; especially is this true
when later events disclose an utterly different situation or
(1) Ibid. p. 40
(2) Ibid. pp. 39-40.
(3) Howard R. Anderson, The Development of Basic Skills
in the Social Studies, The Social Studies, Peb. 1936.
i
solution* The Monroe Doctrijie has for over a century been ac-
cepted as a part of American foreign policyj yet editorial com-
ments and interpretations of this Doctrine by scholars, states-
men, and politicians have varied with the decades. Yet a study
of these coniments and interpretations, if done siaperficially by
a hish school student, would provide an excellent opportmity to
analyze historical data*
In directing the selection and analysis of source readings,
the teacher's attitude must be impartial but should reflect the
ability to distinguish between truth and propaganda, as well as
between the relevant and the irrelevant* 'Jphis ability should be
transmitted to tlrie pupils partly throu^^h the teacher's guidance
and partly through experience in the proper choice of data* Open-
mindedness in pupils is much to be desired and can be encouraged
by seeing that all sides, particularly of a controversial prob-
lem, shall be presented*''' But quantity of materials studied is
not in itself a necessary pupil activity; ratlier the choice of
materials is to be emphasized so ch&t the pupil can most readily
acquire many-sided pertinent infolunation dealing with his problem*
In analyzing his material the pupil siiould be conscious of
his source and the possible bias of the author* Vv'henever the
opx>ortunity arises, the pupil should know the philosophy that in-
spired the writer in his work* This does not mean that biased
materials should never be used, but rather that they should be
balanced by a diametrically opposite philosophy*
(1) Howard R* Anderson, The Development of Basic Skills in
the Social Studies, The Social Studies, February, 1936*
I
IHPEREMCES AND COMPARISONS
Once his materials are collected from many so^ces, analyzed
for authoritativeness, and organized in pertinent sequence, the
1
pupil is prepared to make use of the knowledge acquired. ile
should be able to recognize in his collected data ttie causes for
the problen involved and to see the relationship between the
various parts of the problCTa»
Comparisons of incidents helps the student to see similar-
ity of past and present events and builds up concejjts of the im-
portance of his problem. Comparison also helx^s the sti^dent in
some instances to forecast possible future results that might
follow the earlier event.
The practicality of developing, this skill to infer and com-
pare might be shown by a discussion of a current problem; such as
Will the present Russo-Gorman conflict have any
immediate effect on strikes and sabotage in defense
industries in the United States?
It is, of course, accepted that the United States is com*
mitted to a policy of preparedness for defense of the western
hemisphere at this time and tliat the defense industries, aiming
at maximum p3?oduction, have been handicapxjed to a certain extent
by strikes and sabotaf;e ujider both pro-Nazi and Communist s^-
pathizers. Little available information can at the moment be
obtained on the situation in this country as the Russo-G-erman
conflict is of such recent origin; but a comparative situation
arose in Europe within the past ten years; and from that situation
(1) Howard R. Anderson, Tlie Development of Basic Skills
in the Social studios. The Social Studies, Peb. 1956.

the pupil shoi:^ld be abl© to make a tentative gtiide for solution.
Hitler and St&liii as protagonists of similar philosophies were
bitter enemies, ^eir agents were busy disseminating, anfcl-Hazl
or antl-Communist propaganda along with their en ti -democratic prop-
aganda. Ctoiomunism had had a head start in Its appeal to labor
and in its efforts to capture key positions in the various In-
dia tries and public utilities. Nazlism made a strong bid in
business and trade relations. Vi^hen the famous pact between J-Ioscow
and Berlin was made, the propaganda and activities of the two
dictators were directed mainly against tlie democracies but not
against each other. Ihe sympathy now officially directed toward
Rust la by the United States government should result in a large
measure tov/ard the cessation of commxniist-inspired strikes and
sabotage.
However, the tentative solution of this problem should but
pave the way for the presentation of another problem: "V^ould the
cessation of Coramimlst subversive activities in the United States
at the present time be an indication that this government has
won the sympatlietic aomiration of Moscow?" Again it would be
necessary to refer to the European scexie. Stalin, after the
beginning of hostilities between Russia and Germany, called on
all Russian sympathizers to handicap the advance of the German
array. Immediately tliere broke out in German occupied territories
a tremendous amount of sabotage that proved to be most serious to
the German police. Prom this the pupils should infer that in
spite of the truce between the two dictators, Stalin maintained
his force of agents and kept them in readiness for tlie time when
c
he should need them. "^he pupils should also infer that a like
situation now exists in this country and should refrain from
over-indulgent sympathy for the philosophy that prevails In the
government of invaded Russia,
ABILITY TO FORM PEiRSONAL OPINIONS
Hie inte^firation of thought that vjill take place as the out-
come of collecting; and analyzing materials, infering and compar-
ine results, should occur within tlie pupil's mind."^ Preconceived
views of the teacher sho\2ld never be imposed* Indeed, the teach-
er should urge complete mental neutrality on the part of the
pupils before be^jinning the study of any probletiu Personal pre-
judice, parental beliefs, social distinctions should be tiirown
into the discard if a truly scientific attitude is to be attained
Without preconceived views to hamper the process of thouijat, the
forming of opinion on any subject, if based on adequate aelec*
tion and arrangement, v/ill be ciLiplif ied#^
Definite aid in foi^ng opinions can be given by the
teacher. 3 After a sample problem has been presented, the teach-
er may lecture on the various arguments that support or discredit
or do not apply to the theme. The argximents should be rated as
excellent, good, fair, or poor; and the conclraion should be
directly based on the relative values of tiie arguments. In other
(1) C« A, ilarper, A Discussion of Research Technique for
History Courses, The Social Studies, February, 19o6#
(2) Baldwin Lee, Issues in the Social Studies, Bureau of
Publications, Teachers' College, Columbia University,
1928,
(3) John H, iierrick, ilie Evaluation of Certain Aspects of
Thinking in the Social Studies,
I{
Instances, particularly when a current problem arises, such as
the convoying of supplies to Great Britain in the second World
War, the teacher should give the points of view of many comment-
ators and persons of high authority and should tiien teach the
class that the point of view which offers the most convincing
arguments should be chosen • However, the class must be warned
to substantiate their opinions. In a discussion of the problem
following the teacher's lecture, the arguments should be rated
only on their merits as argianaits and not for the side they
substantiate. In this way the pupils will be encouraged to choose
only adequate arguments in their efforts to form justifiable
conclusions.
Time alone v/ill complete the S'um total of knoivledge on
many current problems. It would be impossible to give an ab»
solute answer to the question, "Is a strongly centralized
government to be desired in the United States?" Pupils will
learn tliat there is much experimenting to be done before many
problems can be settled even in theory. "
V/hen insufficient data only are available, the
ability to make tentative generalizations without bias
or prejudice is an extremely important part of the
training of high school pupils. Such abilities must
be trained in order that pupils may be a;^le to render
constructive judgments and decisions about social
relations, affairs, and problems •^
(1) Arthur C. Bining and David H. Bining, Teaching the
Social Studies in the Secondary Schools, p. 40.

CHAPTER V
METHODS ALT) ACTIVITIES
Once the teacher has deten.ilned his educational
objectives, he must consider what teaching methods and
pupil activities will best develop his alms,
NEED FOR A STRONG FOUNDATION OP FACTS
History^ Is all that has hai>pened In the past and
that Is happening today. Tradition, both oral and
written, testifies to nan*s interest in, and provides
a source of, historical information. Monuments built
by man In ancient times help to keep allv© his interest
today. "I remeciber when** In the words of the oldest
Inhabitant can be the prelude to soirie bit of historical
information and to the serious student has proved a
valuable source for facts. Laws, decrees, d:iarters, have
all coTxie dowa through the ages to challenge the curiosity
and the social clarity of men today. Historians have
taken all tbiese primary sources and breatJied Into them a
form and life by their own interpretations tlmt xalglt
otherwise be lacking to ordinary understanding. These
interpretations have gradually evolved what is known as
the historical method in which criticisms of historical
facts are mde to help in the preparation of a compre-
hensive grouping of related knowledge. Significant facts,
curious facta, or authoritative facts are collected
(1 cf ) aiie Teaching of History in the Elementary and
Secondary Schools by Henr^ Johnson, Chapter 1,
pp. 1 - 18. Macl:lllan Co., New York, 1924
I
and arranged, usually In chronolo£ical order for
aesthetic effect, or for use in business, education,
politics, or religicn. Pacta may be selected for their
in^iortance in showing ^at the past was, of how it cam©
to be what it was, end of how the present grew oit of
it.
Obviously it is impossible to know all the facts
in any historical field; therefore it is necessary to
erqDhasize those themes of perennial, rather than of
local or temporary, significance* Seme definite knowledi^e
is a requirement for good citizenship; for without it
1
individual, clear thought and judgment are inpossible.
Everyday references to historical data, such as the
Industrial Revolution, the Monroe Doctrine, ar^ the
sterling characters of certain national leaders, should
be readily understood and appreciated during the lifetime
of every individual. Such knowledge, moreover contributes
to the sympathy and discernment that are a concomitant
part of good societal relations.
Henry Johnson asks that the greater part of school
history be presented as ready-made information, for
assured knowledge is an even greater consolation to the
(1 cf) The Teaching of the Soc. St. in Secondary
Schools by Arthur C. Bining and David H.
Blning, p. 38 - 39, McGraw-Hill Book Co.,
Inc. 1935
^1
pupil tiian to the teacher; for history to the un-
initiated can be confusing, and In the confusion It Is
a simple matter to become lost in a maze of related or
imrelated data.^
OTJTLIl^E OF C0UT:SE OF STUDY
Comprohenslveness ard balance are needed In building
a strong foundation of facts for hl^ school students.-^
The objectives of the course should determine the spirit
In which the facts will 'oe interpreted; but the objectives
in themselves will not provide a sufficient guide fco:*
the pupils in the intricacies of historical data. Just
what guide is advocated by the teaclier depends to a large
extent on the teaching method enigployed. Tojxlcal outlines,
the assignment sheets of the laboratory procedure, written
summaries of lectures and overviews, unit assignments,
or a concrete basal text ccntainlng only the essentials
of the course, may each be used to bring order out of
chaos in the pupil's mind. Any guide mentioned here,
to be effective, mst include the most important facts
in tlieir proper perspective so that the student may
have a ready reference for what he ^pts to learn in
his year of study.
(2 cf ) The Teaching of History In the Elementary and
Secondary Schools by Henry Johnson, pp. 360 -
361. MacMlllan Con^pny, Hew York, 1924
(1 cf ) The Social Studies Curriculum, 14th Yearbook of
the Dept. of Superintendence of the National
Education Asso. of the U.S., pp. 92 - 95, Wash-
ington, D.C. 1936

USE OP BASAL TEXT^
The study of history In most of our schools means
the preparation of lessons in the textbook. There are
three types of texts: (1) The skeleton or syllabus
of essential facta; (2) Texts that develop the outline
but leave roan for further expansion of thought; (3)
Self-sufficient books that contain a fid.1 course of
study. Host American history books are of the manual
type that develop the outline but leave room for further
expansion on the part of the pupil or the teacher*
A textbook should be definite, concrete, and
accurate. Such teaching; aids as concise and pertinent
questions, outlines, and references for collateral
reading are helpful. The visual aids, maps, charts and
plctui-es, should fit the subject laatter and be well
printed. I complete table of contents and index are
necessities. Most textbooks lack literary distinction
but they must be grauinB tical, clear, connected, and
interesting.
<1) This section is based largely on "The Teaching
of Historj!- in the j-lesnontary and Secondary
Schools'* by Renrv Johnson, Chapter XI, "Text-
books in History" and Chapter XII, "The Use
of Textbooks"
<1
v/here the tunit and laboratory mettiodB of teaehiing
are employed ^ the outline in the fom of the esslgmaent
sheet is an absolute requirement ^ for here the basal
text, if used^ becosies merely an efficient and readily
available check and suaiBary* But by and large the text
is most frequently used as the sine qua non of the usual
high school course* *It stay be read with the class and
treated as a guiding thread in the unfolding of a fuller
story. It may be brought in caily at the close of the
story and treated as a sunsaary. Required readings out**
side the text mey to an ever increasing extent be 8Ub«»
stituted for contributions by ttie teacher, and the pupil
may be left, more and more, to his own devices in passing
from the textbook outline to the fuller account and back
again to tSM textbook* fhe textbook Is not the lesson*
It is only a guide to a larger ftind of knowledge and a
smaeaary of knowledge after It has been accpalred*.^
PROBLEMS AHD PROJECTS
*fhe textbook Is not the lesson". How much of a
fftumbling block ere those few simple words to snny
teachers! A good text with its oarefuUy planned
chapters, its ccmprehenslve quest iwiSj Its Int^estlng
(1) The Teaching of History, Henry Johnsen, pp, 291 *•
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pictures, and its finely phrased expression - mh&t
ordinary teacher can Improve on these? ^hua questions
the teacher nho neglects the fact that all , and any,
parts of the social studios deaaand a training for adult
civic activity. Thus also question school adciSnlatrators
and school boards ^-o lljfiit the aims and objectives of
history teaching to the imparting of patriotism*
Every man, wosEoan, and child is faced with problems
to solve, and his ability to solve his problems Is
conditioned by various factors such as native intelXlg^eo^
enviromaent, experience, and actual knowled^;e of conditioas
pertaining to the problem. As history unfolds in the
present it offers definite tciplcs th^es for thought
and study which soon resolire Into real problems eapittJl#
of solution. If the history course is planned to give
civic training, it must include problems of civic life
and give practice in their solution.
Obviously it is impossible to loiow all the facts
in any historical subject, but some definite knowledge
is a necessity for good eitiaenship for witliout it
(1 cf) A Social Studies Unit that Developed Pupils'
Powers of Problem Solving by fhoraas C. Barham,
Jr. The Clearing House, September 1937, Vol.
12, Ho. 1
ri
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Individual, clear tiiousht and judgment are impossible
Knowledge contributes to the sympathy and understanding
that are a concomitant part of good societal relations
•
Everyday references to historical data, such aa the
Industrial Revolution, the Monroe Doctrine, end the
steri ing character of certain national lenders, ahould
be readily appreciated durS ng the lifetime of every
individual, "The greater part of school history mist
be presented as ready-riade informtion but tbore should
be Illustrations of the historical inethod sufficient
to indicate the general nature of the problems beiiind
organized history, axKi sufficient to c:lve sokxj definite
training in the solution of such problems*"^
The raost important advantages of the probleia
jsethod are here given in the words of Arthur and David
Biningt^
1. "it conforms to life. Everyone is confronted
with problems all through life* Why ahould we
not master the teciinique for solving problems
in the scl-iool?
(1) The Teaching of the Social Studies In Secondary
Schools by Arthur C, Bining and David H, Bining.
p. 30 • 39
<2 cf ) Tlfie Teaclilng of Histcjry in the Sleraentary and
Secondary Schools by Henry Johnson, pt). 360 - 361.
The ^lacMlllan Cor.pany, New York, 1924^
(3) The Teacixlng of the Social Studies In the Secondary
Schools by Arthur Bining and David H. Binlnc*
pp* 116 - 117. McGraw - Hill Book Co», Inc. 1935
{ It
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2. "It aroufi©5 Interest and hanee aids in th©
educ&tive process*
5* "It leads pupils to form judgjaenta. This is of
vlte.1 Importence In a democracy where the
success of governmonb rests in the final analysis
with tbB people.
4* *It jaakes for piipil activity - -
5. "It c}:iallen^,es the intellect of the p-upll rather
than his memory*
6* "It does much to destroy the credulous belief
in the printed pe^.e* In solving the problem
the teacher can place different types of mterial
before the pupil*
7. "It enables the pupil to ^et thought from the
printed page*
8* "It enables the pupil to evaluate the |p*inted
page, thereby distinguislilnt; between priiaary
and secondary sources, or between what is
authentic and vrhat is not*
9* "It developGS the traits of opcn-mindedness
and tolerance* The pt?)il finds that there
Ic mere than ale G5.de to a Question*"
However, the Blnings do not jrnke a plea to teach
history only by the problem method. Problems are not
the only factors of life end shot;ld not constitt?to tb«
only factors of a history course* Moreover, no one
piethod has as yet been devised to serve as -fee panacea
of teaching ills* Rather all methods must be used*
(1 cf ) Applied Citizenship, p* 117
i
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"Project* is on Indeflnlt© term imioh used by
educators to Include i»ny forma of pupil activity* In
this thesis it will be used to apply to any activity
that purposes to tap the interests of pupils by appealing
to life situations.^
In actual practice pupils find problems presented
and discussed in the class text; they hear them brought
into class recitations* Scmetimes the entire course
is organized on the probl^ method* Problems end
projects are an integral part of the laboratory and
tmit laethods* In short, problems siay be presented
only incidentally; or they xaay be a carefully planned
part of the course of study.
mPORTAHCE OP CKREFTJh PLAHNXBO
A working background of knowledge is necessary
for problem solving for the relation of the problem in
*the scheme of history* imist be u33derstood. *Tl»re is
lauch educational advantage in such a procedure as this,
for ths pupil not only receives the benefit from solving
the problem, but the iBipcrtant facts and principles
that were brought out in the - • • course are seen in
(2 cf ) ^he Project Method by Sajmiel Tenenbaum,
School and Society, toie 17, 1939
1
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now relations and therefcre are better under stoaa#*^
Sccietlmes the claas will develop and present the
problem for solution* ijfhere these probleme come spon-
taneously end yet fit in tlie planned wortc > they should
be used.- But by and large the teacher shmdd lead In
the presentaticn of problems* The teaolaer should JJfcVe
8i)eclfic objectives to attain and the problems shoud
be carefully planned to fulfill specific objectives
before they are given to the class* ^
The pupil must bo led by the teacher to accept
the problem as his own and ds a challense to his thought.
The teacher must then state the probLeia in deflnlitt form
so that it can be eaeHy and frequently referred to by
both the class and t±ie instructor «. Keepisig i^e ^rooxtd^^
cmstantly in mind helps clear lia ought and deen ccneen'»
tration* In selecting the aaterials to solve the problem
the class ^11 need to know ^ere and how to find their
sources* But perhaps the greatest difficulty will be ia
the desire of the pupils to select too great a quantity
of sources. CO? too SEsall a quantity, or references that
(1) Teadiing the SocifiOl Studies In Secondary Schools,
Arthur Biding end Dsfwld H* Bining, pp# 108 • 109
(2) Ibid p. 107
'II
tend to deal vdth one side only of the qEaestion. The
teacher must, of course, guide the class In a judicious
Choi CO that will encourage open-mindedne8 s and suspended
judgiaent. Pupils should be encouraged to reach definite,
clear solutions^ J^n tihen, as in the case of contem-
porary problems, a true sdlutlon cannot be reached,
there should be Bcsm concise condluslons reached.^
BASIS FOR SELECTION
In choosing problems to present to the class, the
needs of the individual , botri as pupil and as citlacsn,
and the needs of the ccoiraunity as a liiole should b©
considered. Mucators are constantly pleading for a
reality of learning situations resembling as nearly as
possible the problems met in life.**^
Materials which do not help the ptxpil to understand
the present ^oulc be largely eliminated. "For permanent
retention, only impca»tant facts should be mastered, not
as ends in themselves, but as a rrieans of thinking,
reasoning, and drawir^s eoacQ-uslons regardSng the problems
of society.**^
(1) Ibid pp» 112 - 114
(2) Tiie Social Studies Curriculum - 14th Yearbook of
the Department of Superintendence, p. 94
(3) (H.B. This is a monograph)
A Syllabus In American History and Problem* of
American Democracy for Secondary Schools by a
coBKnlttee of the K.E. History Teachers* Assd., p.
'1>
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Moreover^ it is better to choose fewer problems in
favor of more intensive treatment than to have many
problems vith incoxnplete underetandings •
"American values must be eraphaslEed. - - In otJier
words (problems as wellas) the oontent must be selected
and crgani«ed in such a way as to deepen the understanding
and appreciaticn of human relations* ^he teacher leads
the future citisen to realise his obligations to society
and his opportunities for service as well as his rights*"-^
The teacher^ therefcre« smst consider the preemt
and future exp€a*ienoe8 of the pupils in choosing and
^tting subject matter end problems to their interests^
abilities and ultiioate civic needs.
gypes of Problems
History is especially adapted to the use of problems.
Historical events frequently present problems that offer
a distinct chajkl^nge to thought* For instance, the usual
(1) Ibid, p. 8
(2) Ibid, p. 8
(II
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text does not as a rule offer a coo^lete answer to the
question J "How i^s the American Revolutlm financed?"
On the other hand, liistopy presents problema that faced
the people in the past, and *iich are Important to the
student caily as guides for the soluticn cf possible
present or future problms of a like nature, Such a
problem might bo: "Why did Abrahaia I*incoln Issue the
Baanclpation Proclaniationt" Finally we have present day
probl®as #iloh have not been solved but whidi demand
considerable thou^t befcre | aolutioi can be attea^ted
by the governing powers. "Shall the United States mter
the war now?" ia the great problem of the moiaent no#
tinder diseussion in clafisroom, parlor, federal office,
camp, and battlefield*
Seed for Flexibility
Inclividuals are not equal in abilities, and the
school "Eiiet liave a program fitted to the oapabill ties
of its pupils, ^e adjustinent of teaching laethods to
the needs of pupils of different ability levels naist
also rest on the recognition that regardless of ability,
the basic need, of aU pupils are ver? eUallar.-^
Pupils vary greatly in the speed with which they
2 «learn. For tisat reasm probleiss must be so flexible
(1) Qeorge E. Hill ^ The Psycholc^ical Basis for
Methods in Teachii^ Pupils of Different Ability
Iievels - The iiocial Studies, Oct. 1938, p. 252
(2) Ibid, p. 254
Ii
in natia:»6 that the bright student can contribute con-
siderably more to its solution tiian can the average or
slow student. In dlsctisslng the financing of the American
Revolution, the slow pupil might sum up his contributions
by describing tiie diffieiilties of the Congress in collect-
ing taxes and the aid given by Prance* TUe average pupil
would add a more detailed suraaary containing the above
points but also including the reasons why the states
instead of the people were taxed, and tlie assurances
that the first Secretary of the Treasury of the United
States gave that the Revolutionary debts would be paids
The superior child should be able to master all these
points and in addition r^ive the life story of one or
more of the leading Revolutionary financiers, and de-
scribe the extent of the financial assistance from France,
Simin, and Holland*
The bright pupil likes the problem method best and
works well on a broad unit of woik» The slow pupil,
however, can work well on ssaaller assignments or simpler
aspects of the same problem. Bright pupils have many
interests and quickly acquire more; slow puxDils must be
stimulated to adopt interests. Bright pupils transfer
their learnings quickly; slow pupils must be taiaght
specific transfers.*
(1) Ibid. p. 254.
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Ke«d for Vital Probleaa
Hot only imist problems be so jflexible In arrangttnent
that all pupils can oontribtite to the solution, b^t
they imiat receive liieir liaportance in the clas33*ooEi from
1
tiieir importance in real life. Slave ships are no
longer a blot on American society, but as the negro
migrates to all parts of ti:ie union the economic and
social status of the negro is becoming a naticsa»wide
problem. story of the negro is Important to all
pupils; the average group ndll be interested in the
present situat^n and a few immediate social remedies;
the superior group must direll mainly on cause and effect,
i.e. there is a negro problem sad idiat to do ebout
it; and the slow group would consider the problem
under such headings ass iegro Education; Great Kegroes;
Iiegal Restrictions on Southern Hegroes.
Problems are best cliosen to fit the immediate needs
of the coHimmity. In a faming oomnunity comprised mainly
of people of Swedish descent, the negro problem might
ccnoeivEbly be more remote than a consideration of the
A .A .A. Or a domestic science group would be far more
(1} A Syllabus in American History and Problems
of American Democracy for Secondary Schools,
p. 8
4^
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interested in national custcens and costumes than in &
coiapariscn of nav&l strength dm*ing each of the great
Amtriqan wars»
IfES^HOD CS? ASSIOHZNG PROBLEHS
Teachers of history nmet determine whether or Jiot
their pupils know how to study To determine the in-
dividual and class levels of reading skilly a simple
reading test on the text can be given A paragraph
nay be assi^ed to be read silently; objective questions
on the content end siiriirnary of the paragraph may be asked;
the test imy be timed by allowing ninety percent of the
class to finish before stopi-ing the work* This sisple
procedure will show how practised the class arid J^ndivld-
uals are in finding facts and in suramrlaing a small unit*
A section might then be read orally to the group and
tested with objective questions and siJBiraariea} this will
indicate ability to grasp facts through auditory memory
and will serve as a cvs^e of class retention of facts
to be gained in discussion and recitation. These types
of tests jalght well be given from time to tiiae throughout
the year always with work of increasing difficulty to
determine the highest level at ifoioh the group and lndl«i»
viduals can work well. If the teacher finds the class as
a #iole is deficient in reading ability, then he mst
>
give si^oh assidtence as will enEible the class to nork
independently. This will necessitate imich superviaed
atudy and cnich group work* ^ Considerable practice ig^a^ld
be given in findUn^ ttie fflain thorught of a p®r©s3?eph,
in aeklng topical outlines, in reading to locate material,
and in reading to form a backgrotmd of general information.
Once a pupil knows how to read, he is ready to laake
U30 of reference Tnaterisls. An asslgninent like the
following zalght be given:
Should the Aztec civilisation have been destroyedt
1# What type of raan was Corteas? Give a few
salient facts on his life to prove your
contention*
2m Eow well nas his army equipped?
S. Who were his allies? Why did they agree
to assist liin?
4. Describe life in Mexico City as Corteg saw it.
felmt Influence did religion exert on the life
of the people?
5. Was it necessary to destroy the civil! saticn
of Mexico in order to cofKiuer the aountryf
Why?
6. v.hat immediat e Eionetary reward did SpaJji gain
from its conqiBStf
7. vsQiet was the influence of so imich gold pouring
into the aotiier country?
With tiiese questions the exact references in the
text and in the collateral reading should be given
(1) Teaching of History in Eleiasntary and Secondary
Schools - Henry Johnson • Chapter XII - the
Use of Textbooks, pp. 296 ~ 311
(2) Ibid, p. 298
iI
But as thd class becomes proficient in t^e use of
source mterials^ less aid in the exact location of
facts should be offered; eventually only the saaln
question witia a few subwjuestions as guides need be
given* The final step means, of course, that the class
has been drilled in the t@e of Indices, outlines, en-^
cyclopedias, eaz*d catalogues, and source readings in
American history* Such progress in a year alght be
exi>ected from an average class that an assignment like
the folloidng would become an ea^ task of fulfillment.
Vhat were the policies of Theodore Roosevelt that
helped bring on a sciiism in the Republican Party
and led eventually to the formation of a third
part^? Make a conprehensive list ai^ be ready
to defend your choice orally* In what respects
did this third party express Roosevelt's theories
and satisfy a porticn of public oplnim?
Pupils vary g3?eatly in their ability to concentrate
and to learn a large unit* Superior children like to
work out problems J slow children prefer clearly outlined
tasks on minimal essentials* Independent research
aided by specific directions is the fort© of a superior
pupil; bit the slow child needs constant reference to an
issaediate aim* All p^ipils, however, need guidanee
especially when a new task Is assigned* The extent to
which the teacher will "give guidance ia Individiial
cases will depend upon the interest in the problem and
{I
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the ability of the pupil
Once a teechor dotetiaines upon th© need f 02? a pal*-
ticular problem and presents it to tlie class, he must
endeavor to zaake the pupils interested In It and accept
It as their ovn» ^e teacher and class loay discuss the
problem, do research as a group, organize the mterial
as a group, have a class discussion, and then suscmrlae
either individually or as a gro^p* On the other hand,
the teacher mkj give the class the direct! cms for tie
trork and ccnduot the periods according to the laboratrc^
saelhod.
Teachers idio find their aoadende freedevir restricted
by jldoal conditions sometimes find certain phases of
probleni work sharply criticized by parents, editors,
or influential citizens. *^h&tr first impulse undoubtedly
is to teach history for th© facts it contains 0* for
encouraging patriotism. Certainly such a course would
be easiest. However, pupils shoisld know how valuable
hist cry is in the solution of current probleias and they
should know the probleiji method of stu^T In such a
situation th© teacher should proceed with the planning
(1) George B. Hill - 1?he Psychological Basis for Methods
in Teaching Pupils of Different Ability Levels • The
Social Studies - Oct. 1938, p. 254
(2) Edith M. Selberg and J. Darrell Barmrd
Teaching Pupils the Method for Solving Problems
ISducaticaial Method May 1937, p. 414

and organization of a unit taking care to elliainate all
minor problems liiidh might be the subject of ccntroversy
with local public opinion. In this way pupils will learn
the problem laethod, its organliation, use of laany sources,
and development of flpeolflc skills; a method, surely,
which will be of far greater value than the ellminatlcai
of a minor controversial issue*
Problems to be Required
Pupils vary greatly in their ability to do problems;
yet ell should know the problem method."^ Wio teacher,
therefore, should require certain problems to be completed,
in their entirety, by every l^ividual. ^ch jjroblemii
woiald be, of course, those fax* ttolch there is the greatest
need in the classroom or in ths oouiEunlty; or t*iich carry
out xnost fully the aims and objectives of the course of
studfcr •
A class nay mke an imccmplete use of periodicals
or newspapers in ccrrelatlng present with past hlstorlaal
events. In such an instance a recp ired unit on the use
of periodicals and newspapers would be in order. Setae-
times a group will depend too Bmch on social circaamstances
or on the theories of family and fyieisSs for their philosophy
of current crucial probleris. They will jabber about "the
(1) Ibid, p. 413
v..
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rights of man" and "American democracy" In tenaa of
catch words and slogans. In that event th© teacher
flhoyld require the group to work on a problOEi Involving
the deaooratic principles of American life*
Where specific needs of a class are not all absorbing,
the teacher should base the requlrerj3nt s for problem stu^
upon the alms of the course ao these will give necessary
coherence and unity to this phase of the work*
Further requirements of Individual needs and differeg:^oea«
Ihere pupils work at widely dlffeiexit levels of
ability^ all pupils »hcr-ld not expect to do the »m0
amoiint of work. Once the zalnixoal essentials of a co^irso
of study are defined, the b3.ow pupils shaild accept it
as their level of achlevecient but the more capable
ahould accept it as the fitarting point for additional
study. This additicnal stady can best be directed and
guided throu^ carefully planned problems, the superior
student rweds guidance as well as the alow, thoa^ not
80 imraediate or personal giuldance,^ An assignment sheet
with arrangeiamts for conferences as required ah 013Id
give liie superior pupil the directions arid incentives
for hiw work. *She average piQ)ll likewise shorn Id plan to
(1| George E. Hill • ^Jhe Psychological Basis
for Methods in Teaching Pupils of Differwit
Ability Levels - The Social studies - October
1933, p« 254
ic
do STipplementary work, but not as much nor on quite the
level of difficulty as that of the superior pupil.
Where pupils have specific interests in the subject
matter, they can work with less supervision on more
difficult projects. But frequently teachers have to
stimulate interest and guide pupils in the selection
of work within the scope of their abilities or their
needs A pupil who does not handle source mateidals
well should be encouraged to choose a problem with
carefully annotated references | whereas a pupil who
has pronounced, but perhaps unfounded views on various
forms of government, should be urged to make a thorou^
study of the leading; types of governments and their
fundamental philosophies*
CONCLUSIOKS TO BE DRAM FROM PROBLMS
Pupils must be trained to reach conclusions only
after a judicious choice of references tiiat express
widely varying viewpoints. Guided by the teacher they
should select sources and comments that will assist them
to keep an open mind and suspend judgment until all data
are organized and analyzed. But once the materials are
(1) Edith M. Selberg and J. Darrell Barnard
Teaching iiipils the Method for Solving
Problems - Educational Method, May 1937
p. 415
It I
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organized and analyzed, the conclusion reached oust b»
definite eiibject only to the charge of futix*© qualifying
evidence.^
Problema which tira© ime already settled can "be
studied and deliberated vlth evoxy pi'osi)ect of attaining
a satisfactory solutioa. In discussing present day
probiems, however, it is better that students shoiOld
form certain opinions by reasoning even on incomplete
data than through the acceptance of the dictates of
propaganda or prejudicje. In such Instances pupils
should bo trained for aimreness of future events nhich
would tend to confirm or alter their point of view*
Confronted by arguments of apparently eqxBX welsht
and izoportance, the pupil must have recourse to a guidiz^
philosophy which will help to fom Ms opinions. ^u<ii
a philosophy can be found in s 'H^^jj^mxuBt^ to the objectives
of the eottrse* If American history is to be taught for
civic purposes, every phase of activity shoxild deal wJ.tii
and revert constantly to those aims.
'^A new educational philosqphy is being developed*
Accord3ns ^ this new educational philosophy, learning
is an active process. Herbartianism stressed the teaeher;
(1) Arthur C. Eining and David H, Blning - Teaching
the Social Studies In Secondary Schools -
pp. 114 - 115
i
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the new philosophy emphasizes tiie pwpll. - ^© Interests
of the pupils individually end collectively irMst b©
considered.*^
Because the learning process imist be so definitely
in the hands of liie pupil, the outcoses of thla jrocess,
that is the ability to think and to form conclusions,
Eiust also be in the hands of the pupil • th» teacher
must always stand aloof in the expression of perscnal
opinions, guiding only when pupils are confused by
conflicting data or in need of additional reference
Materials. Informing opinlc^is, the teacher should lead
his class to consider the needs of society and to plsn
for civic purposes, rather than for the aggrandisement
of the Sndlvidiial
Problems liiich arose in the past and have been
settled in the course of time can and sitiw Id be comneiitjed
upon by the teacher in en effort to demonstrate the
historical method* Only fih«i piqplle are apparently
simyed thrcugh propaganda or prejudice to t ake a haxaful
or issnoral stand on any issue, should the teaCher Is^ose
his conclusions. Viol^ce to attain a desired end as
(1) Arthur C« Binlng and Efevid H# B141ng - feaehlng
the Social Studies in Elementaiy ScJwols, ppTe?
(2) Ibid pp. 68 - 60

favored tgr comnruniaa^ &ntl«Sexaitl8m, and racial or
jag|^iou8 prejudice are tut a few of the harmful
»
iimnoralf anti«>soclal practices nhich should be whole**
heartedly ocxcideitsned tiy both the teacher and the class*
Few are the present day problems that permit a
definite stand on t^e pert of the instructor* But as
the government and practice of the American people are
comltted to the democratic way of life, the teacher
should lead his pupils to accept this philosophy as
their om.^ I>ei)art\ires from desDcratic principles
May be criticized, provided the philosophy in general
is accepted, "Sweat shops" are not consistent with
the concept of a "Just return for labor", and thus merit
condemnation* Befusal to cooperate with the party in
power because it does not typify the will of a minority
is foolish end on a large scale can lead to restilts
detrimental to the ^ood of the state*^ Such departures
from democratic living are best studied by the class and
conclusions drawn from the cust^oary organisation and
analysis of materials. In certain instances, however.
(1) Ibid, pp. 2-3
(2) Ibid, pp. 44 and 49
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the teacher may be called upon to provide conclusions
when for special reasons the class is unable to do flO»
The wise teacher treats all problems with perfect
fairness supplying facts and conclusicaas of facts which
the pupils Inve been unable to discover. It is well,
however, to reraeirfcer that completely balanced opinions
and arguments that end only in doubt are pernicious
to the pupil and ahaild be guarded a gainst b^ the
teacher.^ Leading p"i;5)ils away trm confusion rather
than toward it is but one of the requisites of education.
A well-trained and superior t\pe of teacher is
needed. "Foremost among the qualities essential in a
teacher of the social studies must stand a reverence
for truth. It occurs most often among the qualities
•#2
observed in the classroom." Prom experience and
knowledge the teacher Is well aware of the past and
possibly present failures of the human race; but more
than the failures, ho is aware of successful achievements.
He knows the achievements have caae through the use of
knowledge' and he has faith that he can irrplant in his
students a desire to make a right and social use of
(1) Henry Johnson - Teaching of History In the
Elementary and Secondary Schools, pp. 365
(2) Edward Payson Smith - A Study of Personal Qualitie
Essential in a Superior Teacher of the Social
Studies - Appendix A of the Teacher of the Social
Studies by v;illiam C. Bagley and Thomas Alexander,
p. 253

Pupils ©xpoat their teachers to practice ae theiy
preach* Talklnii about the coimon (r;ood. le Inouffiolent
j
a project planned by t^ue teacher in which the class
cooperates trill do raore than anything else to vivll!^
2
social altruism* The basis for aoolal altruiaia lis
eyis^Athy. Syrapathy on the part of the teacher mi^t
be expressed as a desire to tinderstand tlie obstacles,
ifclch laay be in the path of education, and to point
out the way around the obstacles, but not to do the
hurdling fcr tlie class* *^
Impartiality "rests upon intollootucsl honesty and
reverence for truth cosjblned idth broad s^iapathyl'^
It is Inpossible to teach wisely in any pimse of tlie
social studies if the teacher is unable to be Juipartlal
In judgaent.®
(1) Ibid, pp* 256 • 256
(2) Ibid, pp. 251 - 268
(3) Ibid, pp. 258 - 259
(4) Ibid, p. 260
(6) Ibid, p. 269
€
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Teachers must show the values of Inpartial in-
terpretation. Just as in the science laboratory one
step in an experiment leads to a new step, so in the
social sciences, one course of events leads inevitably
to specific results. But in the social sciences a
result is rarely final; it usually becomes but another
link in a chain of events. Giving pupils a knowledge
of the past is insufficient; they must be taugiht to
inake a daily use of historical facts.^
The instructor himself must progress with the times
#
He ERist have an alert mind receptive to changing social
2trends and social problems. His own sense of curiosity
as to what is going on in the world and why must be
imparted to the pupils. A histx>rian*s job in fomer
days was limited to curiosity about the materials in
the archives of the past; today he must be curious before
the materials are even tabiilated for the archives.
A vital duty of teachers is the ability to make
historical diaracters and events real. Even present
day characters and events, if outside the realm of
pupil activities, can be as hard lio apfreciate as
characters and events fran the pages of smcient histoiy.
(1) Ibid, pp. 261 - 263
(2) Ibid, p. 264
1c
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The ability to translate people and Incidents into
homely similes comparable to the experiences of pupils
will make the present and the past come vd.thin the scope
of pupil conprohehsion.'^
The final duty of teachers is to avoid indoctrination,
wheeler of personal opinions or social dogmas.
"The term (indoctrination) may be used to mean the
inculcation of a series of absolute articles of faith
which must be taken blindly and not questioned* In
this sense Indoctrination is out of place in the public
dchoola. Yet any selection of social facts for in-
struction, or every declaration of purposes in such
instructicxi, rests on a belief in its value and utility
to society, - -
**It is one of the findings of contemporary sociology
that some conception of values in our minds, some 'frame
of i?eference', controls our selection and emphasis in
instruction In the social stxidies* It is by recognizing
this fact that we can acquire a certain humility which
will prevent our instruction from hardening into the
extreme form of dosmatlsm/which Indoctrlnatlai may be
rightly applied* The spirit of instruction, iRhatever
the purposes and methods is quite as important as the
(1) Ibid, pp. 267 - 268
I
letter of the instruction* A narrow spirit may kill
the moat liberally conceived letter of the law, and if
it is dcciinant, mechenical safeguards are as natj^t*
Where the generous spirit is ardently cheririied, no
letter of law, however harsh in form and statement,
can triumph over humanity."
THE PLACE OP COIJTROVERSIAL TOPICS
The American people have never been of on© mind
on any important issue, whether it was a consideration
of the means to stop child labor or entry into war;
and it is not to be expected that they ever will be.
It is impossible, therefore, to believe that the
schools con avoid the study of controversial issues.
The emotionalism and prejudice so frequently a
part of control'ersy at least have the merit of arousing
interest. Prom Ihis point it is possible to attack
the probleci with the hope of obtaining pertinent data
and unbiased facts. If the pupils do not respond to
the aecesslty for studying both sides of the question.
(1) The Social Studies Curriculum - 14th Yearbook
of the Department of Superintendents of the
National Education Association, pp. 6D - 61
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they should be encouraged to study one side only, that is,
the negative side.^ Chce his opponent's point of view is
knom, the pupil is better prepared to understand the
issue in its entirety.
"The hi^est and strongest form of patriotisra is
not that of jingoism, but of intelligent understanding
of the world in uSilch we live, in the most realistic
terms possible. That boastfulness and anr-ogance are
not the traits of the winners, but the cultivation of
a keen interest in all the ways of rivals, and the
endeavor to understand them as a means of overthrowing
them is as scwnd a principle of politics (or of clasa-
rooBB discussion) as it is of athletics.*"^
Certainly frank acceptance of controversy is
necessaiy in the classroom. Controversy in civic life
heralds change, and change should be controlled by
thinkers and not by iconoclasts. Training for good
citizendn.lp is one thing iRhen conditions are simple
and fairly stable. It is quite another thing #ion
(1) Ernest Horn - Methods of Instruction in
the bocial Studies, pp. 87 - 91
(2) Charles E, Merrlam - Civic Education in
the United States - p. 146
iI
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conditions nre conTusod, ccsapilcated, and unsettled,
when class dtvi alone and otrugslcs are Imlnent*
Every force t^t tends to liberate ©diiCQtimal
prooesaoe Is a premlxijs placed upm intelligent and
orderly methods of directing to a nor© Just, equitable,
and hunane end the social clian^^es that are £^lng on
1
anyway
«
THE IMPORTANCE OP A WIDE RA2K5E QB READIHQ MAS'I^IALS
In order tliot pupils nuiy iiave sufficient data from
which to organize and analyze their problecB, a wide
range of reading Ejaterlals is neceaaerj/. Kenry Jolmson
describes sjatorlals iidilch are used to supxlesnent the
basic knowledge of the course as "collateral" rcadlrig.^
In collate al reading he sees the following aldss
1» Materials to add cle:nsenta of reality.
2m Materials to add Informtico Important ©a
infonaation.
5. ^terials to nako history Intemstlng or
inspiring •
4» ilaterlals to give acquaintance with historical
lit«*atu2?©«
6« ^torialsj to illustrate the Mr. torleal method
of study
{!) John Cowey - The Social Signifioanoe of
Aoadeaio Freedom - The Social Frontier,
J^larch 1936, p. 166
(2) The Tecohing of Hlst<a*y In the Biexaentary
and recondnry Schools, Chapter XIII -
Collateral Heading
(I)
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Time In the history course is the greatest
obstacle to fiilfllling the objectives. Yet time that
is not planned to fulfill specific objectives is wasted.
Assigning outside reading in order to develop good
reading tastes, or to give understanding of the past,
is not sufficient; especially when these purposes can
be accccipliahed by careful planning of the various
phases of problem work. Collateral read3.ng should be
a part of the course of st^ dy, but it should have
organization and be directed within the scope of the
pupils* abilities toward definite alms. For example,
reading "The Tragic Era" by Claude G. Boweis, is fine
supplementary v/ork for any pupil as it gives acquain-
tance with historical literature, gives historical
information, and makes history interesting. But this
is too important a piece of work to be read with the
detaciiment that is so frequently a part of collateral
reading. Rather "The Ti»agio Era" should be read to
illustrate a minor problem in a larger unit problem
on the Reconstruction Period. "During the period of
adolescence, when interest can readily be aroused,
when good habits can be developed ^ when attitudes
can easily be built up, w^en the capacity for foming
ideals is strong, and yifhjen the mind Is wide open to
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Impressions, the natural desire for reading should be
skillfully directed, and the foundations laid for the
wise use of books. *^
Source Books in United States History
The use of original sources implies that the
historian or student goes back to writings in a cei tain
period of history dealing with a particular problem.
The writings include laws, letters, diaries, memoirs,
treaties, and decrees. It is important for pupils to
learn ushat are valuable and dependable sources and
how to use them. But it is obvious that high school
pupils can seldcan locate the important Meas in the
social studies wholly from original sources.^
Source books containing extracts of various writings
are to be found but few of them contain selections of
proper length or complete Information; and too many
contain dry excerpts of a legal or political nature
rather than the more interesting accounts of every-day
life.'^
(1) Teaching the Social Studies in Secondary Schools
by Arthur C. Bining and David II. Bining, p. 292.
McG-raw - Hill Book Company, Inc. 1935. Onderlinin
is riiine,
(2) Ernest Horn - l<Iethods of Instruction in the
Social Studies, p. 27
(3) Ibid, pp. 236 - 237
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Standard general references, sfiioh as dictionaries,
encyclopedias, atlases, government publications, and
great histories such as Adams* "I^pic of America**,
Bryce*s **'ihe American Cojniricnwealth" , Turner's **The
Frontier in American History**, Ciiarnwood*s Abraham
Lincoln", these and slmllai* writings constitute the
backbone of sources for high school pupil s,"^ Teachers
should not talk about the Congressional Record; they
should have it appear regularly in the classroom and
offer it to their pupils in the course of regular
assignments. Perhaps the greatest single source of
material in the future will be the tremendous project
now being undertaken by the national government throu^
the Works Progress Administraticn on Americana of the
past and the present. The card catalog and **^e Readers*
Guide to Periodical Literature** should be as familiar
as the multiplication table.
Use of *'Everyday** Sources
"It is evident that we are born into a world of
words as well as thir^; s
.
The things are palpable....
The words are elusive. "Sfet the meaning of things is
2profoundly affected by words.**
^ (1) Ibid, pp. 232 - 233
(2) Harold D. Loswell - Propagonda and the Channels
of Communication from the 7th Yearbook of the
National Council for the Social Studies, p. 14
(I
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H«v8pflpGr8^ jsagassinfis^ books, radio, living
pictures, Bll combine to help form our opinions of
the world ire live 2n . In e. broad sense the new«-
pftpera throug^iout tlie co-iintry represent the baeio
eoclal Intcreets of all the people. Ilowevor, nev/s-
paper control is tending tomrd control bj^ a few
chains such as liearst, Scrlpps-JIoward, and Gannett;
and this in turn saeans that the lar^ business groups
1
exert an undue influence on the press. The various
news exchanges of the press asaoclaticns mske for less
rather than (greater accuracy. Foreign correspondent a
are subject to the censorslilp of the country where
they work and reside.^
But it is well to resiQBiber that the power of the
press cannot be fully ascertained, ^am people loc^k
to a loss or its prestige and cite the fact that in
1936 and in 1940 ^fWt press i>«ls largely opposed to
Franklin Delano HooseveOlt; n^hsreas on the radio both
the Democratic; and Republican parties were given a
hearing. But all of us bolieve as we ndsh to believe;
moreover we listen to cmd we read pretty such #iat
wish to believe. "Perhaps the moot iiqportant thing
. (1) Ibid, p. 21
(2) Ibid, p. 24
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in any attempt of tlie schools to assist in building a
capacity for forming intelligent public opinion is to
stress tho need for critical analysis. Enou^ oducatioa
will prodiice informed public opinion which is a very
good thing but it may not produce an IntellSgent public
opinicsi.""^
The only answer to the control of the press log'
its powerful interests is to make sure that many
interest groi;ips are represented by their publicaticna.
"The Daily Worker* as well as "The Hew York Times"
should be subjected to critical analysis • In addition
the wide field of magazine publications provide concise
and possibly more mature comments on current ©vents.
Here again all types of magazines shoiild be consulted.
"Fortune", "The Boot and ^^hoe Recoi*der", "The Reader*
a
Digest", "The Saturday Evening Post", - a Icng list of
periodicals would but indicate the extent of the field.
Other sources of news which are brief and yet
informative are found In the newsletters of stock
exchange houses, the radio, and the moving pictures.
All of these sources are subject to bias in the same
way as the neT,'spapers, but all are capable of analysis.
(1) William C. McGinnis - Public Opinion fran
the Journal of Education - June 1938, p. 193

It is sTifflcient to suEEnarize by saying that all news
publishing agencies are important to the student;
their intrinsic worth is to be discovered only in the
analysis of the information they contain.

CHAPTER VI
SAMPLE UNIT OP STUDY
In order that a few of the underlying demarids
of this thesis may be delineated for actual practice,
the following unit of study la submitted to be worked
out in the classroom as a group problem or as a
supplementary .problem for a s^^erior pupil. If used
for a class unit, the teacher will assign the various
phases to fit the differing needs of slow, average
and superior students. If used as a supplerr»ntary
unit by a capable student, arrangements for conferences
with the teacher as the work progresses must be made
as well as the opportimity to present a auiiEnary before
the class. The slirpler, fundamental problems of the
\mlt are given first (A,B,C);the more enrichir^g
problems follow in the order of their difficulty.
Those sections which mi£dit be prohibited in certain
localities for exhibiting a controversial nature are
starred thus *
,
THE GROWTH OP DiSMOCRACY IN TEE UNITED STi^ES
I Overview
A reliable concept of democracy is rarely
found among students or adults. Too often it is
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confused with litopia. Democracy Aa a way of
living is only vaguely discussed or intimated
and becooes an ideal to be kept in mind but
never really achieved*
"Educators^ should make an analysis of the
profounder more basic values in our tradition
(of democracy,) They should develop a sense
of their significance for contemporary Anerlcan
life through acqualntEince with their finest
expressions in literature, art, and character,
and a dramatic reliving of the conditions ^bich
gave birth to them."
Pupils should look for active expressions
of democracy in their own lives and in the lives
of adults. Perhaps coir elation of history v/ith
music, art, and literature will provide the
siinplest laeans of impressln^^ the value of democ-
racy. The influence of the negro, the Jew, the
Indian, and those of forel^j?! extraction in the
realm of American music can be readily appre-
ciated. Ihislc is a great democratizer for it
shuts its doors to no man regardless of race.
(1) Vihat Shell Our Schools Teach as
FatriotisTi? ty George E. Astelle
Educational l»lethod, p. 73
( I
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or creed, or fasiily position* Who are the great
American artists? l»et us have the art st"ud®it list
a few. V.lio are the great authors? A quick scanning
of "tiie literature course will &nswer, American
sports demand nothing of the competitor save the
spirit and prowess to win* Science works for all men
and in Aiaerica it has served to raise the standard
of living until today the average factory worker hB.3
available comforts undreained of by kings end nobles
of a bygone day# What are these coiaforts that are
found necessities today?
Vk'hat expressions of democracy can be found in
American newspapers, or megazlnes, or in modem
American writings? Svery pupil shcwld find the best
thoughts on this subject and also its dread antithesis,
the subservience of democracy*
Tracing the growth of democratic ideas in America
will contribute to the \mderstending that "we"^ have
achieved considerable political democracy and some
social democracy, but that the movement toward industrial
(1) A Syllabus in American History and
Problems of Democracy for Secondary
Schools by a committee of the New England
History Teachers* Associaticai, p, 37
0
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democracy has "bai^ely started."
Now let us find out just what we mean by
political, social, and industrial deuocracy "by
studying the growth of deinocracy in the United States.
II Purposes of tlie study:
A. To develop a concept of the meaning of democracy
B. To develop a concept of the growth of democracy
in the United States*
C. To develop a concept of the jaresent status
of democracy in this country*
D* To show the changing natiare and ultimate ideal
of American democracy*
E* To give practice in the use of indices, in
organizing materials, and in draT?ing conclusions
III Problems and Activities
A* Con^jlete the following oiitline shovjing the
steps by utoidh American democracy developed.
This entails use of the index of the class
text and of the class outline of study.
A. Virginia House of Burgesses
D. The Mayflower Compact
C* The Fundamental Orders of Connecticut
D. V»illlam Penn's ideas on government
E. The Virginia Bill of Rights
etc. etc.
tt
I
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B* Vihat does democracy mean? Use your dictionary,
your text, and a famous authority for three
definitions; then express in your oim words.
Compare democracy, autocracy, and anarchy.
Name four great democracies of the world today.
Name four great nations not under denocratic
rule.
How do the Declaration of Independence and the
"Pill of Rights" of the Constitution of the United
States of America set forth the principles of
democracy?
C. Does the form of government in the United States
attempt time political democracy? How? * In vkiat
ways does the form of government fail to demonstrate
political democracy?
Heme and discuss a particular difficulty or
danger frequently met in democracies. How could
this danger be obviated?
D. Comment on VVoodrow Wilson's statement: "The world
must be made safe for democracy." (Note: A further
enlargement of directions is Intentionally saaiitted.
The pupil is free to handle this part of the work
in any way he wishes.)
'Ill
^11
S« Cbooso oci« of thtt following
t
1« Namo fowr ^^ireat Aa»i^lGim musieians*
S* lfai8» four greet Aaerioeii artlst8«
5* Same fonr famous A:merioan authops*
4« htme iom weXl^k^^owa ^«2'io«n sportsiadn* At least two
•hould b« people famous l>«for« 1980*
5# Name four ranownad Amerloan »eiantiats#
Qlva tha oui<ataiidi£i^ aonieva^ant of m<3ii person I'^amad*
Write a brief 9vmaurj of the life of one p&rson* Include In
the aumary time and rtr^-© of bij»thf parentage, reca or re*
liglon^ education^ ariu aescrXption of his isoat fsmous work*
If there ia anything in the life of thia fe«o'ua ehRr^cter
tiMtt typlfiea tlie iH|>ortanee of democratic living, explain
in full,
F« OUp from a newspaper or magaslne a reoant statement on
d«BOorao7 as eacpressed by a public leader iii this b^^v^
or abroad* Wh&t vas the oecasion for the stat^acmt?
Criticize the ststeaent concisely#
G» *Do you know of any public utteapencec that i^iow hostility
to deiaocracj'? '^et el«aent of truth is there in these
utterances? What changes in political, ecoh<»dc, or
social life do you personally advocate to correct short**
ages in the American approach to the de©ocrBtic
Ideal?
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H. Give a brief explanation of political deznocr-acy;
social desnocracy; industrial deBiocr-acy. Give
GXQiaples whei-e Ajnericans have attained or approached
the ideal in each. •» How have we failed to attain
or approach the ideal in each?
Help in organizing this problein roay be obtained
from "A iiyllabus of American Hist cry and Problems
of American Democracy for Secaidary i^chools" by
41, committee of the ivew England History Teachers*
Association, Blanche A, Cheney, Chairman, D.
€•
Heath and Coirpany, Eostai, 1935 • See "Outcomes
for t*hich the Teacher V.'orks", pp. 52, 63, 60
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